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ABSTRACT (Academic)

Education is a complex and diverse field of study that encompasses both how we learn and what practices are most effective at ensuring that learning occurs. Studies within this area often focus on student achievement of success, but not the teacher. We know that agricultural teachers identify differently and require specialized professional development and teacher preparation programs as compared to traditional educators. Some existing research on agricultural teacher identity is available but not on creative identity experienced by agricultural educators. Identity development occurs over time in the context of individual experiences as social interactions. Identity is not static and is constantly under development. To understand identity formation, one must begin to understand the multidimensional components that lead to a particular identity. Although the agricultural teacher may have a primary identity of agricultural educator, we also know a component of the identity is creativity. Because all people are problem-solvers and creative we know that all people have creativity as one of the many dimensions of their primary identity. By using the lens of symbolic interaction (SI) we can begin to understand and recognize how our social interactions contribute to identity development. By using the "looking glass" concept supported by SI we can examine the relationships of the opinions of others and the impact those opinions have on the development of our individual identity. SI also supports the discovery of social roles and social definitions used to construct identity.

Findings informed recommendations for both teacher preparation programs and agricultural teacher professional development. Teacher preparation programs should initiate the
inclusion of identity development by providing experiences for student teachers followed by reflection. The reflection is to provide time for the teacher to reflect on their role as a creative teacher. Identity is used by an individual to determine behavior and set goals. Because identity influences decision making it is important that both the agricultural teacher identity, as well as the creative identity, be formed and continually supported. When a teacher recognizes creative behavior or the ability to create as a part of their identity, they are more likely to behave creatively or set goals relying on reflecting creativity leading to creative problem-solving.
Identity development is not a subject formally covered in coursework or professional development, but it is still important. Identity is used to determine behavior and actions as well as to set goals. Our identities shape who we are and what we do. If I identify as creative then I am more likely to practice creative behavior as well as set goals that include creativity.

With the day to day problems we face as a society grow in number as well as in level of difficulty, creative solutions are needed. However, often we hear "you're not creative" or say "I'm not creative." These words are said because our creative identity is not active nor is it developmentally supported. Understanding the development of creative identity and the behaviors that demonstrate creativity level can help develop creative problem-solving skills and practices.

I found that generally, agricultural teachers find they are creative whether their creative score indicates a strong creative ability or not. I found that for teachers to feel their administrators and peers view them as creative they must hear words of affirmation; however, a teacher uses clues from student actions of engagement or questions to feel that their students view them as creative. I found that teachers credit mentors, peer teachers, books, and professional development with how they define and act creatively within their classrooms. I found that the predominant creative behaviors were storytelling, movement, colorfulness, and fantasy.

These findings indicate the need to develop a teacher's creative identity by purposefully designed professional development. We should also begin to recognize creativity and verbally acknowledge creativity when observed. Teacher preparation programs should include creative
mentors and books that further develop instructional creative behaviors that were observed. The behaviors that appeared the least should also continue to be developed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Education is a complex and diverse field of study that encompasses both how we learn and what practices are most effective at ensuring that learning occurs. The term education denotes both a basic science as well as an applied science. Since much of what we learn and how we learn takes place in a social environment (Lave, 1996) education fits nicely within the discipline of social sciences and sociology. Because of the level of social involvement involved, exploring and examining teaching and learning phenomena is essential for the progression of the teaching profession as we continue to hone our craft in an effort to improve our human condition. As we grow individually our society grows as well, creating complex problems that require a variety of strategies for a solution to be achieved (Jablokow, 2005).

The quest for understanding both how the human brain works and how humans develop knowledge has been a task many scientists have undertaken. One characteristic separating humans from other animals is intellect. The task to define learning is difficult but not impossible. As an applied sociologist, it is noted that learning and behavior are both involved as we gain new knowledge. The research often focuses on measuring if learning or how learning occurs. Instead of focusing on the learners (students), research concentrated on the experienced teacher provides insights specific to teacher behavior that will impact student achievement in a meaningful way. Encouraging the education programs that nurture desired practices in teachers should positively impact student achievement.

Research Problem

Every individual is different and that is reflected cognitively. This cognitive difference drives a need to diversity teaching methods and teacher training. By working to prepare our
educators we can more effectively support serving a variety of cognitive styles and levels. Society is diverse and fostering the notion of diversity and inclusion in classrooms aids in preparing students for the future. Each experience a student is exposed to during the time of development is used for the formation of who they are as individuals (Van Linden & Fertman, 1998). Diverse cognitive ability among students requires teachers to rely on creativity to satisfy the instructional needs of their students. Teachers not only need to foster their individual creativity but find ways to integrate creative behavior into lesson planning and assignments.

The problems we as a society are encountering are complex in nature and require creative problem-solving (Jablokow, 2005). In an effort to develop creative students we must first support our Agricultural teachers in their development of a creative identity. Teacher identity combines both personal and professional attributes but is important to a teacher's success (Block & Betts, 2016). Teacher creative identity is rarely discussed in Agricultural education. By identifying a teacher's level of creativity, the process of identity formation is supported. Because all people are problem solvers; therefore, they are also creative (Kirton, 2003). Because all people are creative, creative identity exists and can be influenced by social interactions over time (Block & Betts, 2014). Agricultural teachers should be aware of their creativity level and creative behaviors as well as developing their identity to support students develop skills for creative problem-solving.

**Purpose**

This qualitative study includes the collection of data for a deeper understanding of the formation of an agricultural teacher's creative identity. In this study quantitative data was used to measure the level of an individual's creativity. Qualitative data was collected to identify creative practices as well as explore a teacher's creative identity. A qualitative research design utilizing quantitative data for descriptive data was used to provide enhancement for the researcher to view
the phenomenon from a variety of facets to develop a deeper understanding of the following research questions:

**Research Questions**

1) What is the teacher’s level of creativity?

2) How do teachers describe what creativity means to them as well as their own creative identity?

3) How do teachers develop their creative self-concept from their interactions in a learning environment and creativity level?

4) How do teachers display creativity in the classroom during instruction?

5) What is the relationship between a teacher’s creativity level and the classroom instruction they utilize?

**Explanation of Manuscripts**

**Manuscript 1: Agricultural teacher identity.** The purpose of this study was to begin an exploratory process of agricultural teacher identity. Specifically, do teachers identify as creative and what is that relationship to creativity level as well as what influences their views of creativity as well as their individual creative identity. This study satisfied the following research questions: 1. what is the teacher’s level of creativity; 2. how do teachers describe what creativity means to them as well as their own creative identity; 3. how do teachers develop their creative self-concept from their interactions in a learning environment and creativity level? Question one was answered using the collection of data from the figural form of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). Research questions two and three were answered using data collected from semi-structured interviews that led to emerging themes.
Manuscript 2: Agricultural teacher creative behaviors during instruction. The purpose of this study was to examine the creative behaviors of agricultural teachers. More specifically the data collected was used to confirm the creative constructs from the Torrance Tests of Creative thinking (TTCT) as behaviors of agricultural teachers. The study was designed to identify behaviors that are indicative of high-level creative teachers compared to moderate and low-level creative agricultural educators. The researcher utilized the descriptive quantitative data collected from the TTCT score reports to describe the creativity level of each case and well as examine any relationships.

Manuscript 3: Agricultural teacher creative identity and instructional behaviors conclusions and recommendations. The purpose of this study is to develop best practices for preparing agricultural teachers by developing their creative identity and instructional creative behaviors in the form of a qualitative study with the findings being used to confirm creative behaviors of agricultural teachers. This study used quantitative data to measure creativity level, and qualitative data to examine creative identity and creative behaviors. This study supports the American Association for Agricultural Education National Research Agenda, by supporting research priority area five: Efficient and Effective Agricultural Education Programs (Thoron, Myers, and Barrick, 2016). This research area specifically fits with this manuscript because it asks for continued research in professional identity.

The significance of the Problem

This study contributed to the literate on agricultural education teacher preparation and professional development opportunities. It also contributed to the literature specifically on creativity and career and technical education. These studies also contributed the growing knowledge and literature in creativity as it applies to identity development of teachers.
This research study addresses priorities outlined in the *National Research Agenda” American Association for Agricultural Education’s Research Priority Areas for 2016-2020* (Roberts, Harder, & Brashears, 2016). This specific study identified teacher creativity as a starting point for a greater examination into creativity, therefore, this study aligns most specifically with "Research Priority 5: Efficient and Effective Agricultural Education Programs" (Thoron, Myers, & Barrick, 2016, p.41) by supporting the development of skills needed by agricultural education practitioners. Creativity, as it applies to the agricultural teacher, has not been examined in depth which places this study as innovative with the continued potential to develop professional development that allows for teachers to hone their skills in the classroom.

**Methods**

**Research Design**

To examine the phenomenon of creativity and answer the research questions the researcher used a qualitative research design that used a case study approach. A case study permitted the researcher to "focus on a single unit to produce an in-depth description that is rich and holistic" (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, & Walker, 2014, p. 485). For the purpose of this study, the units that were identified as the cases are agricultural education teachers in the South Eastern United States. These teachers represented either secondary or middle school Agricultural education programs. Because the education field varies from state to state due to curriculum, training, and boards of education the case boundaries naturally exist allowing this phenomenon to be examined within Agricultural teachers in their individual classrooms.

Data were collected sequentially. Equal priority was given to all data strands based on the purpose for each study. Data that were collected sequentially occurred at different points of time and the data strands are separated (Creamer, 2018). Data analysis techniques will depend upon
the type and source of the data. Data strands will be either analyzed side by side or merged (Creswell, 2014). The side by side analysis will occur sequentially and with equal priority.

The quantitative data collected from the TTCT was analyzed first followed by interview data that was then followed by the analysis of video data. The meta-inference emerged from merging all analysis as the researcher reviewed the data strands from all sources (Creamer, 2018). The meta-inference lead to answering the fifth and final research question that is examined the relationship of creativity level, identity, and behavior in an effort to produce best practices for teacher preparation programs and agricultural teacher professional development opportunities.

**Population and Sample**

The process of identifying the population began with the researcher developing a professional development workshop that introduced the use of creativity in the classroom. The workshop began with the researcher alongside the participants discussing the various definitions of creativity. The researcher used Sternberg's creativity definition as the focus of the workshop. The workshop then introduced convergent and divergent thought processes and what types of lesson design and student activities use these types of thought processes to further develop a student's creativity. By strategically developing a creativity workshop the researcher was able to identify a sample with an interest in creativity and therefore leading to a purposeful sample of agricultural teachers.

The population consisted of agricultural instructors in the South Eastern United States that participated in creativity workshops offered in their respective states during regularly scheduled FFA events or professional development conferences. The population consisted of 21 teachers \((N = 21)\) that responded to the recruitment efforts of the researcher by attending the
workshops held in each state independently. The sampling procedure for this study was convenience. The researcher chose participants that were available and easily accessible (Ary, et al., 2014). This type of sampling procedure ensured that the teacher that received study invitations did have an existing interest in creativity. Because this research utilized is a case study approach a small population and even smaller sample the researcher cannot guarantee anonymity, but the research did assign non-gender specific pseudonyms and did not release the individuals' states to allow for increased confidentiality. To address reciprocity the researcher provided participant feedback regarding their individual creativity score accompanied with a score report. The score report included tips and next steps for the participant to use to continue to use and develop their creative identity in the classroom.

**Basic Assumptions**

The study required several assumptions that were made by the researcher. The most critical assumptions made by the researcher are that everyone is creative, develops an individual identity, and uses creativity during instructional times. The researcher assumed the data collection tool, the TTCT, yielded accurate measurements and is valid based on previous research and testing. The researcher assumed that all participants participated in the instrument, videos, and interviews truthfully and fully. The researcher assumed that the videos capturing the instructional creative behaviors were not only truthful but were captured the most creative instructional method because the researcher prompted the teacher to record a lesson in which they felt they were creative. The researcher assumed the case boundaries, as well as the sampling method and categorization, was sound.
Limitations of Study

The research designed this study to reduce the limitations as much as possible while increasing reliability and validity. However, there are unavoidable limitations that still apply. The major limitation is the lack of generalizability for the findings. Because the sample is bound to teachers in the South East the findings can only be used to describe agricultural teachers who are the participants in the study. However, the researcher has worked to ensure the study can be replicated with any population of Agricultural teachers by providing a description of the design and analysis processes.

Statement of Positionality

The following statements are intended to add transparency to the research by detailing how the researcher's experiences and background may have influenced the study. The researcher is currently positioned outside of the participant population but was previously an active participant within the South Eastern United States. The researcher was not only an agricultural teacher but also held a leadership role in the professional organization. While the researcher never taught agriculture in some of the states included in the South East the researcher held a position of power as a state leader for the career and technical student organization (CTSO) associated with agricultural education.

The researcher identifies as a teacher and more specifically an agricultural teacher and utilizes this identity and research lens formed from nine and half years of teaching experience in an agricultural education classroom. The researcher’s background may have had an effect on which members of the population participated in the study based on previous relationships and experiences between individuals in the study’s population and the researcher. This relationship
could impact the quality and the responses presented during both interviews and video submissions.

**Definitions of Terms**

**Appropriate:** An act is defined as appropriate when it is suitable for a particular purpose.

**Creative:** An individual is described as creative or an act is creative when a unique solution to a problem is developed or used (Sumners, 2017).

**Creativity:** Creativity is commonly defined as an act that is both novel and appropriate (Sternberg, 2004).

**Creative Identity:** Creative identity is a form of identity and may be a primary or secondary identity for an individual depending on how the individual perceives their role in a social environment. (Petkus, 1996).

**Creative Problem Solving:** Creative problem solving uses creativity to find new and useful solutions as well as develop opportunities for enhancing situations (Treffinger, 1995).

**FFA:** The FFA is a national intracurricular youth organization for students interested in agriculture leadership and is one of the three components of an agricultural education program. (National FFA Organization, 2019).

**Novel:** Novel, when associated with creativity, is commonly defined as a new idea (Riquelme, 1994).
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Chapter one included the statement of the problem, research objectives, and basic introduction information to the research study as a whole divided into three manuscripts. This chapter provides a more in-depth review of the theories and background literature surrounding the three manuscripts within this study. The chapter is separated into five major sections: (a) learning theory and creativity; (b) a creativity measure comparison; (c) identity; (d) theoretical foundations; and (e) the conceptual model.

Learning Theory and Creativity

Theory assists us in understanding the world around us, but a theory is amplified and provided purpose when given a context (Abend, 2008). By exploring learning theory in the context of creativity it allows for a deeper understanding of both the theory and individual creativity. Creativity is defined as an act that is both novel and appropriate, but what does it mean to be novel. Riquelme (1994) provides two operational definitions for novel. The first is from the point of view of the person originating and owning the idea. This type of novel answers the question "is this a first time thought for this individual" (Riquelme, 1994). A second definition used by Riquelme (1994) defers to Torrance's (1965) idea that an act is novel in the cultural context answering the question "has anyone ever had this idea before." Kirton (2003) identifies all people creative and capable of problem-solving. Therefore, all individuals are capable of creating an act that is both novel and appropriate. All individuals benefit from instruction that promotes creativity during the development of creative identity. Before the focus can be on student creativity, we need to explore teacher creativity and the individual creative identities of both the student and the teacher. A research interest not limited to a description of
creative identities or the creative behavior exhibited, but how each creative identity is
constructed.

Learning theories develop explanations and statements about how people learn. Learning
is defined as a process that involves acquiring and modifying knowledge, skills, strategies,
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors (Schunk, 2015). Because all people are creative it is difficult to
narrowly define the theoretical implications that influence teaching pedagogy as well as develop
a conceptual framework by which those may be described. Many educational researchers are
grounded in behaviorist theory where a discovery of response to stimuli was explored by Watson
and Skinner. However, finding there is more to learning than a conditioned response; learning
theorist began exploring experiential learning and the cognitive theories.

This historical progression of learning theories follows Abend’s (2008) suggestion that
time starts at a very basic level and then evolves to a more abstract concept. Just because
behaviorism began the research focusing on learning theories does not mean it is completed.
Kubina, Morrison, and Lee (2006) utilized reinforcement to identify novel behavior and how it
relates to creativity. Kubina et al (2006) also divide creativity further into “big C” and “little C”
creativity. “‘Big C’ creativity refers to the rare creations such as the work produced by the
Arts, Newt and Tolstoys (Kubina et al., 2006). ‘Little C’ creativity refers to the less
prominent innovations done by less recognized people” (Kubina et al., 2006, p. 225). Creativity
with a “Big C” may be limited in that it is a world view, but that does not mean we should not
continue to develop “Little C” behavior.

Imitation occurs when an individual can replicate the behaviors of another individual
(Kubina et al., 2006). Because creativity is defined as a novel act, how can imitation be novel? It
is suggested that this learned behavior from observation of another can be applied differently;
therefore, the imitated behavior is novel to the individual, yet still appropriate. This highlights the significance of differentiating between "big C" and "little C." These glimpses of novel behavior are limited to "little c" creativity, but when viewed with a constructivist lens the building of creative output can begin to be seen as learners build responses to stimuli onto one another.

Instruction occurs verbally when as an individual tells another what to do or not to do within a certain context (Kubina et al., 2006). An individual can also provide self-instructions. This occurs when instructions are internalized. This phenomenon is observed by using the TTCT because individuals are asked to caption a picture or tell a story. "For example, a general writing strategy may involve coming up with a number of potential storylines or main ideas" (Kubina et al., 2006, p. 233). This example supports the idea of telling oneself a set of instructions. Reinforcement can increase this novel behavior. Depending on the impact of the novel behavior this could be viewed as either "big C" or "little C" creativity. Are students simply responding to stimuli because of conditioning then yes, the product is appropriate, but where is the novelty even if we use "big C" and "little C" to differentiate? If teachers are modeling creative behavior students will begin to imitate the behaviors creating classroom environments that foster and support not only creative behavior but creative problem-solving.

Experiential learning occurs in both formal and non-formal learning settings but is focused around the experience in which the learner is participating. Traditionally a learning theory focused on adults, has many applications for younger learners specifically when developing creativity. Experiential learning is understood as radical as well as associated with empowerment for the learner (Fenwick, 2003). Experiences provide the individual with a background to assist in determining what is novel and appropriate during that particular point in
time leading to the display of creativity and not necessarily Creativity. As mentioned previously teaching and learning is social and therefore lends itself nicely to experiential learning. Just as knowledge generation occurs socially so does identity formation. Petkus (1996) states social interactions and the perceptions shared in social exchanges lead to identity formation. Therefore, creative behavior is experienced during the social exchange enabling the development of creative identity.

Social cognitive theorists "stress the idea that much human learning occurs in a social environment; by observing others" (Bandura, 1986, 1997, 2001 as cited by Schunk, 2016, p. 117). Therefore, learning is a component of social practices (Lave, 1996). Teachers and learners, share their experience with each other during our educational transactions. When learning and identity formation is partnered with social cognitive theory the effects of a relationship are supported because of imitation, vicarious learning, and self-efficacy.

Because self-efficacy is the belief you have about your abilities and skill level then that can be influenced by the individuals as well as the environment. The interaction between components is explained by the triadic reciprocity model of causality (Schunk, 2016). Kirton (2003) posits that we never have the same thought leading to the understanding that no two thoughts are the same. This idea of no two thoughts being the same supports the reciprocity model of causality because the relationship and the interactions between parts are explained. This reciprocity model also supports a teacher’s identity formation. The teacher displays a behavior and then receives feedback from themselves as well as the environment. From that feedback creative self-efficacy is determined and adds to the forming identity of the teacher.

Everyone is creative (Sternberg, 2004; Kirton, 2003), but as discussed creativity can be classified as “Big C” or “Little C” (Kubina et al., 2006). Utilizing these definitions and
assumptions leads to the conclusion that an individual in an environment that is fostering higher self-efficacy and indirectly can be encouraged to exhibit more creative behavior; therefore, driving the generation of novel and appropriate ideas. Self-efficacy is the belief individuals have about their ability and skill level that is influenced by the individuals you have around you as well as your environment as explained by the triadic reciprocity model of causality (Schunk, 2015).

Because all learners are creative and problem solvers as previously mentioned there is a process that everyone engages in to produce creative output to problems they encounter. Jablokow (2005) identifies the elements required for problem-solving in figure 1-1. For problem-solving to occur the links between the problem solver (person), the process used, and the product (Jablokow, 2005).

![Figure 1. The key elements of problem-solving (Jablokow, 2005, p. 534)](image)

This path to problem-solving capacity is driven by social cognitive learning theory. A conceptual model that works to solve problems creatively is one that merges these two as well as includes components mentioned in experiential learning. First is the integration of both the person (problem solver) and the process. The process depends on the person as well as the individual's experiences, creativity level. The experiences can be found as part of the environment. It is important to note that included with experiences are transformative experiences as well that provide radical shifts in thought and action that then influence behavior. Kirton (2003) identifies an individual's cognitive preference for action not as a behavior, but as
an influence to behavior which can also be seen in this model because both the individual and the environment interact with the behavior and vice versa.

By utilizing components of Bandura’s social cognitive theory Learning occurs in the social environment from observing others (Bandura, 1971) The core of symbolic interaction lies in the center of social life (Sandstorm, Martin, & Fine, 2010). By combining both social cognitive theory and symbolic interactionism we can begin to understand the formation of teacher creative identity and ultimately how that influences students in becoming creative problem-solvers.

Creativity Measures

Creativity is defined as producing a product that is both novel and appropriate (Sternberg, 2004). There are many creativity and creative thinking measures available for use. Some focus on motivation, the flexibility of thought, originality, and fluency. All of those attributes of creativity are found in the definition Sternberg supplies. Motivation and flexibility of thought are connected to the idea of production and may connect to the generations of ideas for a divergent thought and problem-solving. Originality is mirrored in the concept of novelty. In general, something is considered novel when it is unique and not typical. The remaining suggested component is fluency and is a measurable form of appropriate. Generally, things are appropriate with they make sense in the context they are being used.

Creativity as a large item in itself is difficult to construct a measure for that is useful and valid. The Guilford Alternate uses test is one that tests the verbal creativity of an individual by asking the respondent to list non-ordinary (novel) uses for a common object and provides a score rooted on the flexibility of thought and originality (Guilford, Christensen, Merrifield, & Wilson, 1978). The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) also uses flexibility and originality as a
basis, but goes beyond the verbal test and utilizes a nonverbal test as well. The TTCT also adds in a fluency component, therefore, supporting the appropriateness of the responses.

When designing research, the task of instrument selection is imperative. The researcher must select the best instrument to best serve the needs of the purpose of the study. One tool to aid in the decision-making process is the collection and evaluation of validity evidence. Messick validity model includes the following categories of evidence: content, substantive, structural, generalizability, external, and consequential (Messick, 1995). The Messick model utilizing the aspects of construct validity will be utilized to assist the researcher in deciding between two measures that are still used currently today to measure similar aspects of creativity.

**Guilford’s Alternate Uses Test**

**Description and Purpose of the Guilford’s Alternate Uses Test.** Alternative Uses test is used to evaluate the divergent thinking abilities of an individual and was designed by Guilford et al. (1978). This creativity test was designed by Guilford in 1967 (Creative Huddle, 2018). Although the test is designed to measure a level of creativity it can also be used as a brain exercise to assist an individual in developing divergent thinking skills. This type of test focuses on divergent thinking and showcases how an individual can generate a variety of solutions to one singular problem.

**Test Specifications of the Guilford’s Alternate Uses Test.** Participants are asked to list uses for a common object, more specifically non-obvious uses. Common objects may be but are not limited to a brick, paperclip, or a shoe. Each common object is accompanied by a statement of that objects ordinary use (mind garden, n.d.). The test is traditionally timed but varies by the researcher, participant, population, or use. The testing procedure manual requires that
An individual is given a score based on an individual's ability to generate multiple different ideas. There are four sub-categories are fluency, originality, flexibility, and elaboration. Scores from those for sub-categories are combined for a total score. The instrument shows significant loadings on a factor named "spontaneous flexibility" (Guilford et al., 1978). This factor was so named because responses indicated that the participant was shifting thought, therefore, displaying flexibility and because it was not part of the instructions it was an action that was considered spontaneous (Guilford et al., 1978).

Traditionally the Alternate Uses test is given to groups of participants. The test is broken into two individually timed parts each with three items (Guilford et al., 1978). The test is also available in two formats (Form B, Form C). Guilford et al. (1978) suggest that researcher that would like to compare forms or increase reliability utilize both forms of the test. The original form A of the instrument has been discontinued, but can be replicated by combining all of form B and part of form C (Guilford et al., 1978).

**Validation Plan Utilizing Messick’s Framework of the Guilford’s Alternate Uses Test**

**Content** evidence includes content relevance, representativeness, and technical quality (Messick, 1995). Although the test developers were clear in the purpose of the instrument many researcher and practitioners have found that it is also a development tool as well as a psychometric measurement tool. The instrument authors agree that the intended purpose is to measure divergent thinking (Guilford et al., 1978).

The development of the test specification does follow the purpose as well as the intended use because the test is so simply named. By asking the participant to respond to a prompt with
six responses in a given time is related to producing novel ideas. Although this instrument is simple in design and execution it does allow for the responded to generate novel and appropriate ideas, however, limited to only requiring six. This requirement of six does set a limitation for the participant. Because of the described factor analysis completed by the test authors and additional researcher the test items, instructions, and scoring are supportive of flexibility and divergent thinking.

The 1960 instrument was developed by revising and improving the Unusual Uses test developed in 1954 by Wilson, Guilford, Christensen, and Lewis (Guilford et al., 1978). The instrument improvements were chosen to not only investigate creative thinking but to "represent an expected factor of ‘flexibility of thinking’" (Guilford et al., 1978, p. 5). Guilford et al. (1978) examined the instrument and found that it did indeed have significant loadings on a factor labeling flexibility.

The instrument manual is easily purchased online and does not require any significant training for a reviewer, researcher, or practitioner. Because there is not required training the manual does provide a page describing possible answers that assist the reviewer with scoring the instrument. The most current edition of the manual and instrument was copyrighted in 1978 and has not been updated. The lack of training of reviewers regarding scoring can be problematic for ensuring the content and responses are adequately measuring the construct.

Without a thorough explanation of why the test is developed in the style of only requiring or requesting six responses, it is difficult to identify the difficulty of the instrument's items. This is compounded by the lack of explanation for a score summation as well as interpretation (Quellmalz, 1985). Therefore, the practitioner or researcher is left without an understanding of what the scores mean or how the scores may be used.
Substantive evidence refers to empirical evidence that the theoretical processes are actually engaged by respondents when completing the measure (Messick, 1995). There are theory and research that was used in the original development but is left underexplained in the manual. Quellmalz, 1985) advises that the potential user of the Alternate Uses test carefully evaluate the knowledge required by the instrument and its relationship with creative thinking processes the user wishes to measure. Even though the construct maps and internal and external models may be missing the operational definition is intact as a measure investigating creative thinking by use of documenting flexible thinking (Guilford et al., 1978). No further evidence has been provided in the manual or review of the measure regarding think-aloud protocol that asks if the respondents’ thinking process is in line with the construct and concepts being measures (Messick, 1995).

Structural evidence refers to the degree to which relationships between items conform to a theoretical view of the construct (Messick, 1995). Instrument authors have determined by using factor analysis that the test items load on to two factors. The original factor identifying flexibility eventually became identified as divergent production of semantic classes (DMC), and the second factor was identified as divergent production of semantic transformations (DMT) (Guilford et al., 1978). Although the researcher has found a variety of uses for the instrument it is still determined to measure creativity, therefore following and continuing to support the theoretical constructs originally identified by the instrument's authors.

Generalizability refers to the degree to which test score properties and interpretations generalize to and across population groups, settings, and task including validity generalization of instrument criterion relationships (Messick, 1995). The instrument can be used with populations that range from grades 6-16 and adults as well (Quellmalz, 1985). Reliability has been calculated
according to population and Form combinations. The population with the highest reliability is sixth grade with reliability scores that range from 0.85 to 0.91 with the highest reliability when combining forms B and C to create an instrument with 12 items (Guilford et al., 1978). Reliability is slightly lower but ranges from 0.75 to 0.86, and as with the sixth grade, the combined forms B and C produced the higher reliability score (Guilford, et al., 1978).

**Specification of the target population**

To determine score raters are used, but there is not a training program or expert detail provided in the instrument's manual. The gaps in rater training, as well as lack of expert score, damages the norming ability of the instrument. Instrument authors did complete a few studies and concluded that although norming scores were found they should not serve for a national norm, "but they can serve as basic frames of reference" (Guilford et al., 1978). The authors suggest using the median of the score group to scale scores to create the ability to normalize the score distribution.

Other researchers have used the instrument if various populations and have found some item discrepancy across sub-groups. Guilford et al. (1978) cited an Iscoe and Pierce-Jones (1964) study that identified how race affected item fluency but not flexibility. Because of the lack of producing a national norm is it concluded that the item characteristics would not function the same across various sub-groups of participants. However, Guilford et al. (1978) do recognize that gender differences are small; therefore, the suggested norm scores can be applied to any participant regardless of gender.

**External** evidence refers to how the construct is expected to relate to other constructs and variables (Messick, 1995). As previously discussed, there is some difference between sub-groups when observing fluency. This difference was further explored to find that the form of the
creativity test, either verbal or nonverbal when comparing race, gender, and socioeconomic status (SES) of participants. This difference is not reflected in the literature provided for test development by the instrument’s authors. Overall the relationships identified in the Alternate Uses constructs show correlations between intelligence and creativity. Correlations have also been found with personality traits, student achievement, effects of training, and as expected an indicator of creativeness (Guilford et al., 1978). These correlations between the measure and other personality tests weaken this measure in the category of external evidence because it provides the opportunity to question what the measure is actually measuring.

**Consequential** evidence includes the value implications of score interpretation as well as the actual and potential consequences of measure use regarding bias and fairness (Messick, 1995). A Bias or fairness review of instrument items is not reported in the testing manual, but the test only measures verbal creative skills. As previously mentioned, there was a difference between groups when comparing types of creativity test. Because this test only observed verbal fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration it does not provide potential instrument users with a consistent measure of creativity. After reviewing the test forms there does not appear to be any offensive language or obvious bias.

There is not a documented impact on individuals or systems but does have research that supports this form of creative thinking test to be used as a predictor of student achievement. Because there is some difference in SES groups regarding verbal and nonverbal creativity that supports participants with higher SES score higher on verbal forms of creativity as compared to participants in low SES (Guilford et al., 1978). Therefore, there is a bias for this instrument towards high SES. This bias may predict or identify individuals from a low SES as having a lower creative ability and possibly preventing access to various interventions or predictions of
student achievement. This negative impact is not only at the participant level, but also at the system level because of the tie to student achievement.

**Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

**Description and Purpose of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) measure was developed for identifying and evaluating the creative potential of the respondent. This instrument can be used for participants that are in kindergarten through graduate school. The TTCT is used to identify gifted students by identifying the individual's creativity level as well as predicting achievement (Chase, 1985). The instrument is designed to be given in two parts a figural form and a verbal form. Torrance (2017) developed the TTCT to serve as a measure of creative thinking abilities and not a measure of intelligence nor should it be used alone as the basis for a clinical decision.

**Test Specifications of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

The TTCT can be given respondents in an individual or group setting. It can also be given to a respondent orally if the respondent cannot write. Creativity researchers have shown that there are two ways creative thinking can manifest; therefore, the TTCT was designed to have both a verbal and nonverbal component (Sumners, 2017b). Both the figural and the verbal also have two forms available for use. The activities (items) in both forms are designed and approached as games to engage the participants (Chase, 1985). Both the figural and verbal TTCT forms are norm-referenced. Scores are calculated for a standard and then transformed to a standard score which is then transformed to a national percentile score (Torrance, 2017).

The figural forms A and B consist of three activities that are each timed independently for a total time of 30 minutes (Torrance, 2017). The figural form requires that participants respond to the prompt by drawing and are scored on fluency, originality, elaboration, the
abstractness of title, and resistance to premature closure. Not all activities are included in the calculation of all score categories. Fluency is identified as the gatekeeper score; therefore, all figures must be fluent to be included in the other areas as well as part of the total score (Cramond & Sumners, 2011). The figural also includes bonus scoring in the form of a checklist of creative strengths.

The verbal forms A and B consist of six activities each timed independently for a total time of 40 minutes. The verbal form requires participants to respond to the prompts with written responses. If the participant is not able to write the responses can be written for them by the test administrator or another test proctor (Torrance, 2016). As with the figural, the verbal uses a fluency score as a gatekeeper identifying only responses that should be scored further and included in the total score. Unlike the figural, the verbal form uses fluency, flexibility, and originality to calculate scores, but does not have a checklist of strengths to add bonus points.

**Validation Plan Utilizing Messick’s Framework of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

**Content** evidence collected consists of information obtained from both testing and direction manuals. These materials identify a clear purpose but also add warning form the author of the instrument of not to use the TTCT alone in clinical decisions. This is a warning and not a requirement, so many states, and school systems do rely on the TTCT for placement in gifted or accelerated learning programs (Sumners, 2017b).

Development of test specifications is related to the purpose and the intended use of the measure. The manual and scoring guides are clear and easy to follow (Chase, 1985). Because the TTCT does use both verbal and nonverbal responses to prompts this does include the majority of possible tasks that are associated with creativity and the forms are designed to be given together (Sumners, 2017b). Because there is not a requirement of artistic ability meaning the drawing
does not have to be "good" for a response to receiving credit (Chase, 1985); therefore, it allows for the measure to represent a variety of levels of creative thought.

Although the TTCT has not undergone any major content changes since the 1980's the instrument relies on scientific data collected in longitudinal research studies. These longitudinal studies include the following: seven and 12-year high school students follow up and a 22, 40, and 50 year follow up study of elementary school students (Sumners, 2017b). These studies have aided in the updating of scoring parameters, deletion of activities, and used to update the normed scores. These studies also aided the test author as well as the researcher involved in the Torrance Center to ensure those test items were still relevant and effective.

**Substantive** evidence demonstrates that participants are engaged in the constructs of theoretical structures used to develop the measure. TTCT sores would suggest they are derived by structuring a theory of creativity to describe what the relationship of these variables to creativity but there is a gap in connecting the theory to the constructs (Chase, 1985). Treffinger (1985) admits that “Creativity” is a much larger construct, but the TTCT can be used to assess the more relevant and a sub-component of the overarching “Creativity.” The operational definition is rooted in fluency that supports the notion that creative output is not only novel, but appropriate, but is not completely addressed by the measure. The item organization does appear to be presented in a hierarchical order. Less and less guidance is provided to the respondent or less of a picture or scenario is provided requiring the participant to process at a variety of levels to complete the measure.

**Structural** evidence has been collected in the form of score norming. The longitudinal data previously mentioned has been consistent in describing the measure as a tool for predicting creative thinking ability. The purpose of the instrument is rooted in the measurement of
creativity to be used for prediction of future creativity as well as the current level (Treffinger, 1985). Chase (1985), finds that “Torrance provides a definition for creativity which appears to be only partly assessed by the tasks in the test. The test does not entirely operationalize the definition” (p. 2). Correlational analyses have demonstrated “intercorrelations among the verbal fluency, flexibility, an originality score... (0.74 to 0.80)” (Chase, 1985); therefore, indicating there is much overlap. The majority of the subset correlations are reported to be in the 0.30 to 0.50 range (Chase, 1985).

**Generalizability** of the instrument lies in the reliability of the measure within and across populations accounting for differences in subsets of populations as well. The use of the TTCT is so wide that determining reliability can be difficult, but this wide range does allow for some generalizability. Treffinger, (1985) found that reliability is reported from anywhere between 0.50 to 0.93, and suggests that "it seems that the TTCT display reasonable reliability for group and research applications" (p.1). Reliability reported at $\alpha = 0.93$ would indicate the evidence of precision.

Raters are trained and requested to attend additional training either as needed or once every 10 years (Sumners, 2017a). Raters are required to reach the reliability of an expert rater before being permitted to utilize the instruments (Sumners, 2017a). Raters do not have to be trained on both the figural and verbal. Chase (1985) found that the correlation between taters was high and ranged between 0.86 and 0.99. These correlations supported the reliability coefficients that were found to be in the 0.90’s (Chase, 1985). Treffinger (1985) found that across a variety of subgroups “there is reasonable support for the position that TTCT data are significant predators of later creative accomplishment” (p 2). Treffinger (1985) also reports that researcher have found that test administration differences can influence TTCT results such as changing of time limits.
**External** evidence has been collected by Torrance and others to illustrate how the construct is expected to relate to other constructs and variables. Treffinger (1985) found the following:

TTCT data are significant predictors of later creative accomplishment. TTCT scores have been positively and significantly correlated with creative achievement criteria in several studies involving periods as short as nine months and as long as 22 years. Higher TTCT scorers in the high school years, for example, had selected and attained more unusual occupations, developed original career patterns, and pursued more relevant but unusual educational and work activities when assessed 12 years later (p.2).

Treffinger (1985) also cited a study conducted by the instrument’s author Torrance that included, findings from a 22-year longitudinal follow-up of students tested for several years while in elementary school (1958-64). Follow-up data obtained in 1979-80 showed that TTCT data were significant predictors of five measures of creative attainments (high school and post high school creative accomplishments, creative "style of life" accomplishments, and ratings of quality of highest creative accomplishments and aspirations) (p.3).

By reviewing both of these studies it is understood that the instrument and its predictions are consistent with the creativity constructs that are used in the development of the TTCT.

As for comparing responses across subset, there is not sensational information reported. The scoring guide is not divided by gender but is organized by either grade level or age. Sumners (2017a) suggests that respondents are scored using the scoring guide organized by age instead of the grade. Since there is not adequate data to develop normative scores for adults over age 20 the score charts do not exceed 20 years old or grade levels greater than grade 13. The same is true for the other side of the age continuum. The score charts start with age five or kindergarten.
Consequential evidence indicates the value implications of score interpretation as well as the actual and potential consequences of the TTCT utilizing bias and fairness of the instrument. Because the instrument is used in multiple countries without alteration it is understood to be both fair and has reduced bias (Cramond & Sumners, 2011). Because the activities in both the figural and verbal forms are pictures or partial figures there is no inappropriate langue use. As mentioned with creativity there are two ways it can be observed and the TTCT utilized both methods.

Both Chase (1985) and Treffinger (1985) agree that Torrance (2017) in the manual admits that this measure is not to be used alone to make clinical decisions. This is a measure that when combined with other methods of observation or measurement can be part of an equation to determine a clinical position (Treffinger, 1985). With this warning, it is assumed that this measure if used incorrectly could have a negative outcome on both the participant and the system. It was found that this test does not inherently create a bias for one particular population or subgroup to provide an advantage or restrict access.

Treffinger (1985) sited many research studies that mentioned test administration influences a participant's score. This supports the importance of a test administrator or proctor to follow the guidelines and instructions listed in Torrance's (2016) TTCT Directions manual that identifies the exact time parameters for each activity within any form of the measure. Therefore, if the researcher or practitioner utilize the TTCT as recommended by the author then the majority of the negative impacts on both the individual and system would be avoided.

Guilford Alternative Uses Test vs Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

A first glance at either the Alternative Uses test of the TTCT a casual observer may see many similarities because of the requirement on the participant to generate ideas to satisfy a
prompt. For general or non-research based uses the Alternate Uses test seems to be a better fit because of access to materials and it does not require training for scoring or administration.

There is also a difference in test length which may also sway preference towards the Alternate Uses test. After collecting the readily available validity information that fits the Messick model for validity evidence the TTCT appears to be the more valid instrument.

An evaluation of the validity evidence shows both instruments are weak within the content and substantive categories with weak explanations of constructs related to the theoretical background. The TTCT makes an effort to operationalize the definition it uses for creativity, but falls short (Chase, 1985). The Alternate Uses test make little to no effort to ensure the definition used is operationalized. There is insufficient data to support that either of the instruments follows their respective internal and external models. However, the TTCT does demonstrate a connection to the external model when related to the prediction of achievement utilizing its longitudinal studies (Treffinger, 1985). Both instruments utilized research to develop the measure and improved on the measures over time either by eliminating items or updating scoring procedures.

When reviewing the evidence available for the structural component there becomes a larger difference between the two based on the evidence presented. The Alternate Uses test provided results from a factor analysis that demonstrated that the items loaded on two factors and in a greater number on the flexibility of thought or DMC factor. The TTCT did not supply the actual factor analysis but did report correlations among fluency, flexibility, originality which Chase (1985) concluded represented much overlap.

One key component of quantitative research is that the results be generalizable. The generalizability of a measure is a key factor in selecting a measure because if an instrument is not generalizable to your population your study will be lacking. The Alternate Uses test lack in
generalizability. Quellmalz (1985) concluded that the Alternate Uses test was lacking in generalizability because of the populations that were used in studies reporting instrument reliability were specialized and specific. The opposite is found for the TTCT. The generalizability across populations for the TTCT is well documented with both national and international users with thousands of respondents (Sumners, 2017b). Both instruments report high reliability suggesting both provide precise measurements of creativity.

The external evidence collected demonstrates a further difference between the two measures. The Alternate Use as reported by Quellmalz (1985) shows bias towards sup-groups of populations and correlations with other constructs other than creativity. Treffinger (1985) found that there were several studies that hand findings that supported the proposed measurement for the TTCT. These findings connect the TTCT to its predictive ability of future engagement with and production of creative products.

The two measures become again similar when reviewing the consequential evidence. Both instruments are clear in their respective testing manuals of the intended use and purpose. However, when misused by test administrators or researcher the negative impacts on the individual or the system cannot be prevented. In the TTCT manual Torrance (2017) does warn about the importance of not relying on this a sole measure of creativity to be used in any clinical decisions. The Guilford (1978) manual for the Alternate Uses test does not include this warning or mention any possible negatives of using this test for clinical decisions. With the common association with creativity to intelligence, it is important for the warning to be given to guard against negative outcomes.

Overall these two instruments are similar even in time of development. The difference is the amount of effort and scientific study put into the continued development of the TTCT. The
Alternate uses test appears to be a starting point and is an affordable and useful tool for recreational use, but insufficient for research purposes. The lack of generalizability and external support weakens the instrument. Additionally, the Alternate Uses test also has a bias between sub-groups due to only using verbal skills. This weakness is avoided with the TTCT because the measure uses both verbal and nonverbal creativity skills. Many of the practice exercises offered by Sumners (2017a) are similar to the Alternate Uses test and help develop or prepare a respondent's brain for divergent thinking. As a result of this evaluative process, the TTCT is recommended for use in a study measuring teacher creativity.

Identity

It can be argued and supported that teacher identity influences the decisions educators make in regards to teaching methods and selection of content as well as relationships and involvement in continued professional development (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004; Hammerness, Darlin-Hammond, & Bransford, 2005). Izadinia, (2013) found that teacher preparation programs are considered to be an important platform and opportunity for teacher identity development. Because the teacher preparation time period is found to be the best opportunity for development it can be concluded that this time period would also be the best opportunity to develop a teacher's creative identity as well.

One important fact to note regarding identity is that it is not stable and can be reinforced, changed, and dissolved at any point while a teacher is learning or gaining experience through teaching (Trent, 2010). This lack of stability is both powerful and limiting. This means that we have time to foster solid identities that allow for teachers to feel and practice creativity if we as researcher and teacher educators continue to reform teacher preparation to include identity development as well as structure professional development to allow teachers to explore and
reinforce their identities as teachers and as creativity. Understanding identity and a teacher being self-aware of their own identity empowers the teacher to set goals and better achieve those goals (Izadinia, 2013).

Identity is not known to only to be unstable but is it also recognized as multidimensional allowing for different roles (Akkerman & Meiger, 2011). The idea of identity being multidimensional supports the idea of intersectionality where various demographics meet and work to further identify the diversity and flexibility within an individual. This means that as teacher educators if we focus on the development of teacher identity and then support the further development of roles within the teacher identity as a whole such as creativity then we are better supporting the teacher in understanding themselves as a whole and not requiring them to form into something they are not.

This idea of a multidimensional identity also supports the specific need of agricultural teachers. Often agricultural teacher’s identity is different from other educators because of the many dimensions that include diverse backgrounds and interests (Shoulders, 2018). Shoulders, (2018) further recommends the strategic development of agricultural teacher professional development that aligns with the specialized identity of agricultural educators. It can be recommended that if teacher professional development can benefit from this individualized and focused specifically for the agricultural teacher then teacher preparation efforts should also be designed and constructed to meet those needs as well.

During teacher preparation, students adopt and reject information based on their perception of what good teaching is (Horn, Nolen, Ward & Campbell, 2008). "The idea of good teaching may come from student teachers' own school experiences or from images and representations they are given, for example during teacher education" (Hahl & Mikulec, 2018).
Because teachers form visions of good teaching through this method it can also be understood that students can work to define creativity like this as well. As discussed earlier there can be either big "C" or little "c" creativity. While it would be great to have everyone fall into the categorization of Creative it is more likely that everyone can be recognized as creative. By including creativity in descriptions for methods, program planning, and classroom management students can begin to shape what creativity as a teacher looks like just as they begin to shape their vision of what behaviors are indicative of good teaching is.

Creativity Constructs and Theoretical Foundation

This research study relies on creativity constructs, the TTCT, and symbolic interaction (SI) for the development of the design, interviews, and data analysis. The researcher utilized the constructs found in the TTCT to design the qualitative study to confirm creative behaviors as identified by the TTCT creative checklist. The assumption of the SI theory shaped the development of interview questions as well as inform the analysis, discussion, and recommendations for teacher identity.

Creativity and Divergent Thinking

There are several lenses that can be used to develop an approach and understanding of creativity (Torrance, 1993). Torrance (1993) identifies that creativity can be considered from the following viewpoints person, process, product, and the environment. The constructs used to develop the TTCT are rooted in the process of creativity. As an education phycologist Torrance was "concerned with the learning, thinking, teaching, problem-solving, creative, development, and other processes” (Torrance, 1993, p. 232). The act of creativity and creative thinking is the “process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making guesses and formulating a hypothesis about these deficiencies; evaluating and
testing these guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and, last
communicating the results” (Torrance, 1993, p. 233). At the base of all of these are human needs
and the need to correct incompleteness is satisfied when creative behavior is used (Torrance,
1993).

The use of creativity is simply something done to relieve a tension to solve problems
around us so that something is not missing or out of place (Torrance, 1993). As solutions are
being developed is the point where divergent thinking enters. Divergent thinking is searching for
all possible solutions. This search for all possible solutions and finding an answer with trial and
error is supported by Torrance’s (1993) inclusion of hypothesis testing for solutions. It is because
of human needs being the catalyst for creative behavior that creativity is a component of
everyday thinking and not merely reserved for high achievement (Torrance, 1993).

**Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

As previously discussed, the TTCT is a measure used to identify the creativity level of an
individual and not necessarily a theory. By understanding the scoring and operationalized
definitions of the constructs of the TTCT the researcher can develop assumptions about
creativity and creative behavior. Each construct or behavior that is measured is defined and
described in detail in the certification manual that is part of the required certification course to
become a TTCT practitioner.

The TTCT does rely on the participant responses to be fluent which supports the
appositeness required by Sternberg’s, (2004) definition of creativity. The TTCT also scores
individuals on originality, abstractness titles, elaboration, and resistance to premature closure.
These score categories are the five constructs the instrument measures to identify an individual's
creativity level. Torrance developed the TTCT not to reward individuals with high levels of
creativity but in an effort to recognize an area of need for an individual and know exactly where that individual might need development (Sumners, 2017b).

The TTCT does not only measure those main constructs but also includes a creative checklist of possible specific creative behaviors that may add to the overall creativity score of an individual. The creative behavior checklist for the figural form includes the following: emotional expressiveness, storytelling articulateness, movement or action, expressiveness of titles, synthesis of incomplete figures, synthesis of lines or circles, unusual visualization, internal visualization, extending or breaking boundaries, humor, richness of imagery, colorfulness of imagery, and fantasy (Torrance, 2016).

Symbolic Interaction

In the social science discipline what is known as Symbolic interaction (SI) theory was developed from the work of C. H Cooley in 1902 and G. H. Mead in 1934 (Krutilla & Benson, 1990). Krutilla and Benson (1990) noted that it was Blumer in 1972 who actually began to use the term "symbolic interaction." Blumer (1972) argues that SI rests on three assumptions as cited in Krutilla and Benson (1990),

1) human beings initiate activity with physical objects, other human beings, categories of human beings, institutions, and abstract concepts; 2) meaning is entirely derived from the social interaction one as with others; 3) meaning are created, modified, stabilized or dismantled as people interact with one another and their common environment (p. 9).

These main assumptions of SI lend the theory very well with identity formation of agricultural teachers during teacher preparation programs. The basics of identity development are rooted in social experience and that aligns with the third SI assumption that meaning is either developed, sustained, or dismantled as people interact with one another. By interacting with
others, the second assumption is fortified and can be found in identity development because "people become keenly attuned to how they think others see them" (Krutilla & Benson, 1990, p. 9). This awareness is especially impactful when the awareness of others' perceptions is coming from people who are viewed as important (Krutilla & Benson, 1990). This idea of seeing yourself as others see you is known as "The Looking Glass Self."

Symbolic interaction (SI) theory assumes that identity is formed from social interactions (White, Klein, & Martin, 2015). Because learning occurs and is situated in social situations (Lave, 1996) it allows for the classroom and teacher interactions to facilitate the shaping of identity. SI uses the process of self-reflection as individuals use the looking glass approach to see how others see them as individuals and from that identity is formed (White, et al., 2015).

The Conceptual Model

To examine creative identity, creativity constructs and symbolic interactionism theories are combined as shown in figure 1-2. This combination allows for the social context of learning to be accounted for and identifies as well as shows the interactions of the three components when developing a creative identity of the teacher by included social cognitive theory. Lave (1996) and Bandura (1971) both place learning as a component of a social practice and with symbolic interaction occurring in the center of the social experience where parts are intersecting (Sandstorm, Martin, & Fine, 2010) this particular depiction of the process for the development of a creative identity making leading to student achievement a possibility.
Let us take a look at the model piece by piece. First, we will look at the external influence square this boundary forms the boundary for the education experience. These external factors may be but are not limited to federal, state, and local education regulations and policies. An example of this would be the state standardized test or the required number of seat hours a student must have to earn credit. These influences may also be financial in nature. These influences can determine the size of the three contained components as well as how much overlap and interaction there is.

Next, let us examine the social context of learning. Bandura (1971) identified the three components and described the reciprocal effect. The teacher component is everything related to the teacher such as; education and training, experiences, creativity, problem-solving, subject expertise, and resources. The environment component is the learning environment which includes things such as physical classroom space, decorations, and equipment, lesson plans, texts, relationships (interactions). The third component is the student and consists of the
individual experiences, self-efficacy, and abilities. The overlap of the circles illustrates the ability of these three components to interact and influence each other.

The focus area for this model is the center of the Venn diagram where all three components meet. This is the center of social interactions and is where symbolic interaction functions and is used as a method of discovery. Because all individuals are believed to be capable of creativity and problem solving (Kirton, 2003) then everyone has a creative identity. This overlap is where the creative identity is formed and informs the other components.

It is important to note that no movement or influence is unidirectional but every relationship is bidirectional. Even as you move outside of the social interaction of learning there is a bidirectional relationship that occurs between learning and student achievement. The results that can be identified as student achievement may be measured as graduation or test scores then influence how those three components interact. In some cases, the achievement outcomes may even influence the external influences.

As with theories, there are assumptions, and the same can be said for this model. Social cognitive theory tells us that learning is built from the experiences of individuals. Symbolic interaction describes an individual's behavior as being motivated by self-concept. When combining both theories, the assumption is that the learning environment is social. These three assumptions contain the following constructs: experiences, social interactions, and self-concept. These concepts are all found in the center focus of the model that contains the experiences of both the teachers and the students as well as the interaction of all three components. These interactions and shared space lead to the development of the self-concept that will lead to the formation of creative identity.
Identity is present in each component of the model. The teacher and student each have identities that are influenced by interaction among all components, although it is indicated with the star in the center of the model where the components overlap. The model does work to explain how the components of a learning environment interact with each other for identity development leading to student achievement but what is not visually displayed are the creative behaviors that are exhibited by either the teacher or the student within the learning environment.

As previously mentioned, identity shapes an individual's beliefs and actions; therefore, if a person believes and identifies as creative then they are more likely to exhibit creative behaviors. By using the TTCT to identify possible creative behaviors we can visually observe these behaviors in the social interactions of the learning environment. It is expected that someone that scores as having a high level of creativity will also demonstrate high frequencies of creative behaviors. These behaviors would be brought to the learning environment by individuals, but the social interaction would be where the experiences shape the individuals furthering the development of creative identity and leading to student achievement.

Although the outcome of the model suggests the measurement of student achievement this study focused on the teacher and more importantly the description of the teacher as it falls into the section of overlap. This overlap represents the social nature of teaching and learning and is where components of symbolic interaction will appear with the greatest evidence. Understanding the teacher is the key to teacher development and a crucial piece of this model describing the process that leads to student achievement.

**Chapter Summary**

This chapter included literature that addressed learning theory and its connection to creativity. A comparison of two creativity tests and detailed validation of the TTCT. Literature
focused on the development of identity and identity specific to agricultural teachers. The identity literature exposed a need to not only include identity development in teacher preparation program but to continue to develop identity throughout a teaching career by offering professional development that is specific to the multidimensional properties of agricultural teacher identity. SI theory assumptions were introduced as well as identified connections to the social aspect of identity development. The chapter concluded with the introduction of the conceptual model that describes the educational setting as a whole but identifies where the teacher identity is held as well as the areas that shape that identity as described and supported by SI.
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CHAPTER 3
MANUSCRIPT #1

Agricultural teacher creative identity

Abstract

Everyone has a collection of identities that guide who they are and the actions or goals they set. Agricultural teachers have a specific identity that differs from traditional teachers. Identity is also multidimensional and includes creativity. This study defines creativity from the perspective of agricultural teachers as well as identifies the influences on creativity and creative identity. The concept from symbolic interaction (SI) theory of the "looking glass" is also explored. The researcher presents the findings and discusses the connections between creativity level and certain identity influencers. The researcher also recommends topics and creative approaches to be integrated into both teacher preparation programs and agricultural teacher professional development opportunities.

Introduction

Identities are constructed from the following traits and characteristics: social relations, roles, and social group memberships (Oyserman, Elmore, & Smith, 2012). Together, these factors define an individual (Oyserman, Elmore, & Smith, 2012). Teacher identity includes the role and how the individual views their role as a teacher. Because this is a causal relationship it can be understood that if the teacher does not view themselves as creative and filling a creative problem-solving role their identity is impacted. By identifying the creativity level, the teacher can be self-aware and begin the steps of formalizing their role as a creative problem solver leading to the development of creative identity.

Identity formation is an iterative process and is not necessarily fixed during any point in time (Petkus, 1996). Thus, teachers can form new identities and build on existing identities at
any point in their career. However, research has shown that teachers are more successful and have greater agency when they begin constructing their identity as a teacher during their teacher education programs (Block & Betts, 2014). To influence teacher education programs an understanding of how agricultural teachers create their creative identity must serve as a starting point. In an effort to understand the phenomena of creative identity generation the researcher developed a study that combines a teacher’s creativity level with interviews to explore identity.

**Research Problem**

Teacher identity combines both personal and professional attributes but is important to a teacher's success (Block & Betts, 2016). Teacher creativity identity is rarely discussed in Agricultural education. By identifying a teacher's level of creativity, the process of identity formation can begin. Because all people are problem solvers, they are also creative (Kirton, 2003); therefore, creative identity exists and can be influenced by social interactions over time (Block & Betts, 2014). Agricultural teachers should be aware of their creativity level and develop their identity to support the development of students’ capacity for creative problem-solving.

**Purpose and Research Questions**

This qualitative study includes the collection of data for a deeper understanding of the formation of agricultural teachers' creative identity. In this study quantitative data was used to measure the level of an individual's creativity. Qualitative data was collected to identify creative practices as well as explore teacher creative identity with the help of SI. A qualitative design was used to provide enhancement for the researcher to view the phenomenon to develop a deeper understanding of the following research questions:

1) What is the teacher’s level of creativity?
2) How do teachers describe what creativity means to them as well as their own creative identity?

3) How do teachers develop their creative self-concept from their interactions in a learning environment and creativity level?

**Literature Review**

**Symbolic Interaction and Creativity**

There are several lenses that can be used to develop an approach and understanding of creativity (Torrance, 1993). Torrance (1993) identifies that creativity can be considered from the following viewpoints: person, process, product, and the environment. The constructs used to develop the TTCT are rooted in the process of creativity. As an education psychologist, Torrance was "concerned with the learning, thinking, teaching, problem-solving, creative, development, and other processes" (Torrance, 1993, p. 232). The act of creativity and creative thinking is the "process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making guesses and formulating a hypothesis about these deficiencies; evaluating and testing these guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and, last communicating the results" (Torrance, 1993, p. 233). At the base of all of these are human needs and the need to correct incompleteness is satisfied when creative behavior is used (Torrance, 1993).

The use of creativity is simply something done to relieve a tension to solve problems around us so that something is not missing or out of place (Torrance, 1993). As solutions are being developed is the point where divergent thinking enters. Divergent thinking is searching for all possible solutions. This search for all possible solutions and finding an answer with trial and error is supported by Torrance's (1993) inclusion of hypothesis testing for solutions.
We can answer to what extent someone is creative as well as how is creativity displayed, but by adding in SI the researcher examined the question of why someone is creative or displays creative behavior. "The sociological perspective of symbolic interactionism may help to explain the motivation of creative behavior” (Petkus, 1996, p. 188). Therefore, the researcher used SI to examine the meanings of social experiences and interactions of the participants. Petkus (1996) also suggested role-identity theory within SI to explain that people exhibit behaviors that meet their expectations or their perceived expectations from others. This idea of perception and expectations was used by the researcher to develop interview questions that asked the participant to explore their expectations for themselves and those expectations from various stakeholder groups specific to creativity.

Creativity is defined as an act that is both novel and appropriate (Sternberg, 2004), but what does it mean to be novel. Riquelme (1994) provides two operational definitions for novel. The first is from the point of view of the person originating and owning the idea. This type of novel answers the question "is this a first time thought for this individual" (Riquelme, 1994). A second definition used by Riquelme (1994) defers to Torrance's (1965) idea that an act is novel in the cultural context answering the question "has anyone ever had this idea before." Kirton (2003) identifies all people creative and capable of problem-solving. Therefore, all individuals are capable of creating an act that is both novel and appropriate. Understanding that all people are creative and all people develop identities is concluded that all people can and do form a creative identity. Since identities are multidimensional (Akkerman & Meiger, 2011), then creativity identity may not stand alone, but be included within a larger identity, such as the identity of "teacher". Therefore, all individuals benefit from instruction that promotes creativity.
during the development of a creative identity or another professional identity such as "agricultural teacher".

To explain and understand identity development symbolic interaction is used. Symbolic interaction (SI) theory assumes that identity is formed from social interactions (White, Klein, & Martin, 2015). Because learning occurs and is situated in social situations (Lave, 1996) it allows for the classroom and teacher interactions to facilitate the shaping of identity. SI uses the process of self-reflection as individuals use the looking glass approach to see how others see them as individuals and from that identity is formed (White, et al., 2015). Thus, it is understood that once a teacher learns their creativity level it will have an effect on their individual creative identity. A creativity score is a powerful tool in shaping how individuals view their own creativity. For example, if a teacher viewed themselves as not creative, but received a score that indicated a high level of creativity the teacher would begin to identify themselves as creative.

Methods

Research Design

When designing research, the task of instrument selection is imperative. The researcher must select the best instrument to best serve the needs of the purpose of the study. One tool to aid in the decision-making process is the collection and evaluation of validity evidence. Messick validity model includes the following categories of evidence: content, substantive, structural, generalizability, external, and consequential (Messick, 1995). The Messick model utilizing the aspects of construct validity will be utilized to assist the researcher in deciding among measures that are still used currently today to measure similar aspects of creativity.

By understanding the constructs of the instrument, the researcher can unpack the results with participants to assist in the understanding of what the identified level means. The score is a
total of all constructs. The TTCT uses flexibility and originality as a basis but goes beyond to identify humor, movement, and titles. The TTCT adds a fluency component, therefore, supporting the appropriateness of the responses.

The analysis of the TTCT led to identifying teachers as either high, moderate, or low levels of creativity. The categorization allowed the researcher to analyze the additional data strands in subsequent studies. This analysis led to an overall understanding of individual level to begin and continue evolving the participants' teacher and creative identity. By understanding the individual scores earned for the various constructs the teacher can then begin to focus on specific areas to improve and continue to foster their own creativity and therefore influence the creative development with their students.

Population and Sample

The process of identifying the population began with the researcher developing a professional development workshop that focused on creativity in the agricultural education classroom. The researcher used Sternberg's creativity definition as the focus of the workshop. The workshop introduced the creativity constructs measured by Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). Lesson and activity examples were discussed and practiced by participants. Participants also completed the TTCT during the three-hour workshop. By strategically developing a creativity workshop the researcher was able to identify a sample with an interest in creativity and therefore leading to a purposeful sample of agricultural teachers.

The population for this study was identified as Agricultural educators in the South Eastern United States that had an interest in creativity in the classroom. The researcher developed and delivered a creativity workshop what was part of an agricultural teacher professional development course as part of a conference. All teachers in attendance of the
workshops were invited to the study \((N = 21)\). The sampling method utilized was convivence sampling because the study participants were the teachers in attendance. This sampling method allows the researcher to identify study participants that are easily accessible and available (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, & Walker, 2014). Four teachers \((n = 4)\) returned the consent forms and completed a phone interview.

**Data Collection**

There are many creativity and creative thinking measures available for use. Some focus on motivation, the flexibility of thought, originality, and fluency. All of those attributes of creativity are found in Sternberg's (2004) definition of creativity as an act that is both novel and appropriate. Motivation and flexibility of thought are connected to the idea of production and may connect to the generations of ideas for a divergent thought and problem-solving. Originality is mirrored in the concept of novelty. In general, something is considered novel when it is unique and not typical. The remaining suggested component is fluency and is a measurable form of appropriate. Generally, things are appropriate with they make sense in the context they are being used. Creativity as a large item in itself is difficult to construct a measure for that is useful and valid.

The quantitative data strand for this study was collected independently and sequentially from all study participants. Each participant completed a figural form A of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). The instrument is divided into three sections and is timed by the researcher. Participants were given 10 minutes to complete each of the sections with a total time of 30 minutes to complete the entire instrument. This figural creativity test was scored by the researcher and its analysis was used to answer research question one. The researcher is trained and has been identified as a reliable scorer for the TTCT figural form. This data strand will be
collected first as a participant enters the study as part of a creativity workshop. The workshop was part of a teacher professional development opportunity during a conference. The timing for this collection is important to ensure an accurate score. The subsequent interactions between the research and participant will also be influenced while interpreting scores and providing feedback.

The semi-structured interviews were scheduled with each participant individually and at a time and that was convenient for both the participant and researcher. Each interview was audio recorded and lasted for at least 60 minutes. The recordings were transcribed verbatim and provided to the participant for member checking. The researcher used member checking to ensure the transcript captured the conversation correctly and represented the participant accurately (Rossman & Rallis, 2012). The researcher used Atlas.ti8 to code and identify themes that emerge from the analyzed transcripts.

Data Analysis

The participant interviews were coded and the researcher identified themes in stages adapted from the model suggested by Bryman (2008). During the first stage, the researcher observed the data as a whole by reading over interview transcripts and notes. From this review, the researcher identified the theme categories and began to identify and define possible codes. The second stage included the researcher uploading the transcript data into Atlas.ti8. Once the text was uploaded into the software the researcher began to highlight passages of importance and identifying keywords and phrases. Stage three included the majority of the coding of key phrases shared by the participants. This stage also included the grouping of similar codes to limit repetition and the identification of any connections. The final stage is where the researcher began to interpret the meanings of the codes and constructing themes that supported the previously identified categories identified by the existing literature.
Findings

Participant Descriptions

The researcher used both quantitative and qualitative data strands to develop participant descriptions. Constructs of creativity, identified and measured using the TTCT, were used to describe the participants' creativity level including strengths and weaknesses. During the interview, participants were asked for their years of experience and what led them to be agricultural educators.

**Avery** has been teaching agriculture for 24 years. Avery entered into the field of agricultural education by accident. Avery has a bachelor's degree in agricultural sciences, and both parents were agricultural educators. Avery wanted a job in the field of agriculture and fell into an open teaching position where the administration felt confident, Avery could be successful in the position. Avery’s former agricultural teachers came together to offer guidance and support. Avery now feels comfortable in her career. However, Avery did note that if another opportunity came along that sounded interesting, there would possibly be a career change. Avery completed the TTCT and has a moderate creativity level. Avery falls into the 90th national percentile in fluency and in the 80th national percentile in originality. Both fluency and originality are the strengths of Avery’s creativity. Elaboration or addition of details and is Avery's weakest area of creativity. Within the TTCT’s creative checklist Avery's strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, the expressiveness of titles, and humor.

**Cameron** has been teaching middle school agriculture for 31 years. Cameron credits the experience in agricultural education and FFA during middle and high school as what led to becoming an agricultural educator. Cameron completed the TTCT and was identified to have a low level of creativity. Cameron scored in the 97th national percentile in fluency. Cameron’s
largest area for growth, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT’s creative checklist Cameron's strengths are found in, the expressiveness of titles, extending boundaries, and colorfulness. Cameron's interview responses were very concise and to the point and very clearly conveyed love and dedication to agriculture education.

**Dakota** is an excited first-year teacher that has completed about six months of teaching middle school agriculture at the time the study began. Dakota was enrolled in agriculture education courses in high school and was a State FFA officer. Dakota did not originally think of a future working in a classroom, but after spending a year facilitating leadership workshops for FFA members during time as a state officer, Dakota decided to become an agricultural educator. Dakota completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national percentile. Dakota scored above the 90th national percentile in both fluency and originality. Dakota's creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, are abstract of title and elaboration. Within the TTCT’s creative checklist Dakota's strengths are found in emotional expression, storytelling, movement, the expressiveness of titles, synthesis of lines, extending boundaries, and colorfulness. Dakota self-selected to enter the study by attending a workshop on creativity that was offered as part of a leadership conference. During the interview, Dakota shared that time is spent talking with the art teacher at school about creativity and what it means to be creative. Dakota shared the frustration that participation in paint night fundraisers is low because people feel that they are not creative enough to participate.

**Emery** is in the 18th year of teaching. Emery credits experiences in 4-H, prior to enrolment in agricultural courses, combined with experiences in agricultural courses with leading to become an agricultural educator. Emery completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national percentile. Emery scored in the 99th national percentile in
fluency, and in the 93rd national percentile in originality. Emery's creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Emery's strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, and expressiveness of titles.

Table 3-1 includes the national percentile scores for each of the participants in the five constructs of creativity measured using the TTCT which are: fluency (F), originality (O), elaboration (E), abstract of titles (AT), and resistance to premature closure (C). Scores are also reported for the creativity checklist. The overall creativity index is the creativity level of the participant. The creativity index scores are shown as a national percentile. For the purposes of this study, the researcher identified scores as high, moderate, and low based on score ranges. Scores that are identified as high are found in a range of 80-100. Moderate scores are in a range from 50-79, and sores are identified as low in the range of 0-49.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Name</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Checklist</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avery</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emergent Themes

Creativity Defined

SI assumes that individuals collectively define terms by using social interactions and ques. This assumption reinforces that participants in the study formed a definition of creativity. The interview data revealed the following collective definition of creativity in the context of the agricultural classroom.
Theme: Creativity is defined as problem-solving, adaptability and is just teaching.

Teachers identified and described creativity as problem-solving. Participants recognized that creativity is recognized as problem-solving for the teacher because of the need to determine which teaching methods and lesson structure can best meet the needs of the students. Participants also agreed that creativity in the form of problem-solving is exhibited by students as students work to complete various assignments. Just as important as problem-solving was the ability of an agricultural teacher to adapt to class dynamics or daily tasks that require creativity.

Dakota shared that typically creativity is discussed in an "artistic way," but continued to share that "creativity is more about adapting to your situations. The situations develop from working with a diverse group of learners that have different needs. Dakota explained that the problem being solved is how to engage a variety of students and the solution is made possible by creativity enabling the skill of adaptability. Emery shared that "creativity is a person being able to create things and express yourself in different ways." Emery's use of expressing oneself in different ways is similar to the adaptability described by Dakota when needing to utilize creativity to develop lesson plans and class activities that can engage a diverse classroom.

One agricultural teacher explained creativity as "madness" (Avery). Avery continued to explain that creativity is elaborating on concepts during instruction or the ability "to take something and turn it into something else, seeing things outside of the box more or less." Cameron shared that "creativity has to do with solving problems and finding solutions to things that present themselves in your classroom." Dakota equated creativity to the ability to come "up with new and innovative ideas to come to a solution whether that is what art supplies or whether that's with people skills and communication or just simply problem-solving." Emery defined "creativity as thinking outside the box."
Just as important as problem-solving is the ability of an agricultural teacher to adapt to class dynamics or daily tasks require creativity. Dakota shared that typically creativity is discussed in an "artistic way," but continued to share that "creativity is more about adapting to your situations. This statement made by Dakota demonstrates the form that creativity takes in the classroom is adaptability, so creativity is used to add variety and flexibility into classroom and instructional methods. Emery shared that "creativity is a person being able to create things and express yourself in different ways."

As teachers thought about what creativity is and how to define it Avery simply stated that "I think I see it just like teaching." Emery shared that the "idea of creativity is so that it is not the same boring thing all of the time." Cameron added that sometimes "creativity may just be confused with working a little harder on something to make it happen." Avery also shared that "I think that [creativity] is kind of what we do." These ideas presented by these teachers supports that creativity is a part of the daily skills needed to be a teacher.

The “Looking Glass Self”

This category of themes was identified by the researcher as to how teachers view their creative identity from the point of view of either students, administrators, or peers. This category also includes the teachers' view of themselves as creative or not. The themes are organized into three categories the viewpoint from the student looking glass, the administrative and peer looking glass, and finally their individual view of their own creativity.

These three themes emerged from teacher statements made in response to being asked first if a student or administrator viewed them as creative. Once a response was given then a follow-up question asking the participant to explain how they knew this or to give of example of something that supports what they feel they see in the looking glass. Participants shared stores of
past interaction between themselves and a student as well as described interactions with peers or administrators. Several times participants reflected back to their own individual experiences from their past as a student enrolled in an agricultural education course to understand their interaction as a teacher with a student.

**Theme: Teachers know their students view them as creative because of action.**

Teachers reported that their students behave a certain way or take action because they recognize the creativity of their instructor. Avery said, "do I dare say yes? Because I am always silly, they never know what to expect." Avery continues with "they [students] come in and they want to share ideas with me." Dakota said that "I would hope so." Dakota continued by sharing a story of a student coming to her for help with a project which led Dakota to share "I thought you know if I were a student who would I ask and I am like well I'd ask my ag teacher, mostly because if they don't have what you need they can often time figure out a way to get them something similar." Dakota finished the story with "we got him what he needed and it made me feel good about it, so, yeah." From the interaction described by Dakota combined with the reflection of personal past experience as a student action is seen as an indicator of a student viewing their teacher as creative.

Emery said that the upperclassmen feel Emery is creative whereas the freshman or first-year students may not. "I think more upperclassmen probably do because that is where we tend to get to have more fun hands-on activity…my freshmen right now, probably not as much" (Emery). Emery explained this based on the type of engagement and the lesson structure utilized during instruction. Emery’s comments suggested that advanced classes work more independently; therefore, utilizing more creativity and variety in instruction. The activity level of
the student suggests engagement which then allows Emery to feel the independently engaged upperclassmen view Emery as creative.

**Theme: Teachers know their administrators and peers view them as creative because of words of affirmation.** For teachers to recognize that peers and administrators view them as creative they must hear directly from them or infer from conversations. One teacher shared that "probably so, I've heard them say things" (Cameron). Cameron is clearly able to understand how an administrator view Cameron as creative because of statements that clearly included creativity. Dakota shared joyfully that "yes (laughing) they make a lot of comments about my ideas or enthusiasm to try different things." Dakota like Cameron also utilized direct comments to understand the views of creativity from peers and administrators. Emery also shared that "yes…I've had some other teachers that will come to me and try to get ideas on how to make things different, how to create things." Emery also shared that with "limited conversations with the administration they view hand on activities as creative because not everyone gets to have that, so I would think yes." Although three of the four teachers shared that their administrators do see them as creative Avery said "probably not…because they don't get to see that side of me…because I am standoffish." Even though Avery feels as though administrators do not view creativity form interactions it is clear that Avery would need to hear clear statements in regards to creative ability and output to feel administrators and peers view Avery as creative.

**Theme: Teachers view themselves as creative.** All of the teachers said that they did view themselves as creative overall, but shared that the opportunity for them to use their creativity is not always present. Avery said that “sometimes I do…but it depends on the day… I am silly…and I elaborate on things." The idea of elaboration connects Avery's statement to the
TTCT. Elaboration is one of the constructs used to calculate the creativity level of an individual. Cameron feels creative because "in some ways…I don't have like artistic talent but I have the ability to you know to visualize what I want to do or see where I want to go it [creativity] is just finding the method to get there." The visualization that Cameron is including in her explanation of creativity and connecting problem-solving. Cameron relies on creativity to approach problems in the form of visualization and the success experienced reinforced the feeling creative. Dakota says "yes…I want to do more and I want to do something different from what has been done before. Just as Avery mentioned elaboration that is what Dakota is also using to identify as creative. Dakota wants to move tasks beyond what is currently or has been done and continue to develop them into something different. This need to move projects further is not only associated with elaboration but connects to the concept of originality, the need to be novel. Finally, Emery shared that "I do, personally I love doing creative things like making jewelry and you know doing crafts and different things like that, and I try to bring some of that aspect into the classroom." Emery's explanation is not as similar as the others because a traditional view of creativity combining leaning on Emery's artistic talent, but this statement is also connected to originality just as Dakota's was.

**Display of Creativity and Role**

This category of themes was identified by the researcher as to how teachers view their creative identify role in the classroom as well as how their creativity manifests in the classroom as student-focused and the types of instructional or organizational methods used.

**Theme: Creativity leads to student-focused instruction in lesson planning.** Study participants collectively agreed that their creative identity led to student-focused instruction. Participants credited creativity with promoting increased student engagement because of the
student-centered instructional methods used. Avery said that the creativity utilized was "definitely student-focused" because "if they [students] come up with some wild idea and it is not too farfetched and I don't think I'm going to get thrown under the bur for it we do it." Avery described clearly that student focus means student choice and that students lead the educational charge in the development of assignments and other related instructional tasks. Cameron said that "I would hope it [creativity] would be student-focused" because "…students chose the way they would like to present something." Again, a common idea that creativity leads to student choice and that when students have a choice the focus of teacher creativity manifests as student-focused instruction. Dakota concluded that currently in the program is "seeing a lot more sort of 50-50 right now and sometimes more student-led because they are getting the freedom to come up with their own projects." Dakota's statement also supports the idea that choice fosters the ability for teacher creativity to foster student-focused instruction. Emery said "I try to make it more student-focused", but sometimes "I feel like it is kind of forced from the teacher to make them be creative at times." Emery agrees that student-focus is the goal, but acknowledges the difficulty with students at times to have them take the lead in making choices that support a learning environment that is conducive to student-focused learning.

Theme: The teacher functions as a mentor and a motivator to promote and practice creativity. All four participants shared that the majority of the time their creative role as the agricultural teacher is to act as a mentor to motivate and push students to engage in creativity in the classroom when approaching various units of study and assignments. Avery said that the role is as “the guide…the mentor” because “if they are having a struggle, I’ll give them suggestions, so yes, I guess a mentor.” Cameron describes the role as “to help them [students] organize information in their mind or help them remember things.” The task of helping students is
connected to a mentor because Cameron is working to assist students with the task of organizing information as well as how to approach tasks. This type of assistance is similar to modeling behaviors that are then mimicked. Mentors may model behavior for mentees to imitate. Dakota describes her role to promote creativity in that the role is to provide "…the factual information…and the tools to know what it is why." Mentors often provide their mentees with tools and information to assist them in future scenarios. Emery said that at times "it is kind of forced from the teacher to make them be creative", but "I would think that my role is to inspire students to use their own creativity to make things happen." The relationships that mentors build with mentees on a level can be inspirational.

Theme: The teacher’s role is to use creativity to increase student engagement.

Because all of the participants view their focus as student-centered, they also agreed that their role is to also increase student engagement and much of that is found in a teacher’s ability to adapt creatively and diversify instruction as mentioned in their collective definition of creativity. Emery said that “a lot of times I try to think with like inquiry-based ideas and try to give them something that we may or may not have a set right or wrong answer to, and so trying to get them to think on their own to problem solve.” Emery is describing how creativity is used to develop students’ ability to engage with course materials in the form of questions. Dakota says creativity is used in designing “a lesson to engage the students more or to get the student more interests in what we are learning…they want to learn more, so when they do it makes me feel like I am doing my job.” Purposefully designing a lesson to engage students and to encourage students to explore topics and ask to learn more is supported by Dakota’s creativity. Dakota also shared that “any lesson that you can give with multiple ways for students to receive it is going to be the most creative or adaptive lesson that you can give." This concept shared by Dakota indicates the need
to plan a lesson in a variety of ways to engage diverse learners. Cameron shared that "I think this is a critical part of our ability to teach because if you have to think of so many different ways to present things to kids to get them engaged." Cameron identifies creativity as a critical component of a skill set for an educator to develop a variety of instructional practices to ensure learners are being engaged.

**Influences on Creativity**

Participants were asked what or who helped to share their creativity. Participants share that their influences ranged from professional instructors, time and experience, as well as participating in various professional development opportunities.

**Theme: Creativity is influenced by mentors in professor and administrative roles.**

Participants said they have had administrators that promoted creativity as well as professors that encouraged them to think nontraditionally. Avery says administration supports teacher creativity because “our principal has pushed this *Teach Like a Pirate* book and it's the whole idea of taking things out of the box.” By administrators clearly supporting creativity by encouraging book studies or offering professional development opportunities conveys the important role creativity has in the classroom to the educators they work with as well as develops the creativity of their teachers. Dakota said, "one of my biggest mentors is my co-teacher." Dakota continued the list of mentors by including that "…surrounded by other ag teachers as far as mentorship and I've been getting a lot of help from those who have been in it for their whole lives." Dakota acknowledges that the interactions with various people influences creativity. Emery said, "on a personal level my mom is probably my biggest influence." Emery reminds that not all influences have a professional compacity, but that people in which relationships are developed with to influence creativity. This observation shared by Emery does not directly identify an influence from
administration or professors but allows the acknowledgment and role that casual or non-professional influences have on creative development.

**Theme: Creativity is influenced by experience in and outside of the classroom.** Some participants shared that their experiences with other agricultural teachers as well other teachers helped to shape their individual views of creativity as well as how they use creativity in the classroom. One participant also credits creativity to experiences not related to agriculture education. Both of Avery's parents were agricultural teachers and said that "maybe my dad, I remember him being silly as a teacher." Avery's memory recalling the behavior of a previous teacher shaped Avery's individual view and practice of creativity. Avery also shared "I've seen a lot of really cool things from other teachers and I think wow I wish I could do that…I beg borrow and steal a lot of creativeness." Avery shared the technique of using the methods and ideas of other teachers may decrease originality, but does support the construct of fluency in the support of appropriateness. Cameron has taught for 31 years and says that teaching experience shapes creativity "because no two days are the same (laughter) or not two classes are the same, so you have to constantly be thinking of new things you can do." Unlike Avery, Cameron does not rely on other teachers to support the development of fluency but rather personal experience from 31 years of teaching experience. Dakota shared that "I think it [creative identity] has just sort of been molded by people as you meet them." Dakota continued by saying "getting exposed to people doing different things, and traveling, and getting to see how different parts of the world do stuff" influenced her creativity. Dakota did not clearly state the same idea as Avery of using ideas and methods from other teachers but does support the importance of experiences. By having experiences Dakota can develop fluency and originality. Emery shared that "having more women in ag education than previous…there has been a lot more shared creativity and creative
ideas through different social media platforms." Emery suggests that gender may have a role in creativity and more specifically how creativity is influenced because of a change in gender concentration in the profession of agricultural education because of a variety of social interactions.

**Theme: Creativity is influenced by professional development.** One participant shared that it is important and credit creativity with participation in various professional development courses (Emery). Dakota said that when "I go to conferences and things" it sparks an interest to try various things. This exposure to research and techniques supports creativity development in fostering a feeling of creative identity. Just as Emery shared a personal influence, Emery also identified a professional influence as "some of the training I've attended not necessarily a set person, but some of the training with project-based learning and the Dupont Agri science inquiry-based." This is an encouraging statement for professional development, but Emery says it does not matter who is delivering the content just that the content is being delivered. Emery's stamen suggests the importance to not only continue to offer professional development but to also encourage agricultural teachers to actively seek out and participate in professional development.

**Barriers to Creativity**

This category of themes was identified by the researcher to identify barriers that either restrict or prevent a teacher’s creativity. Barriers were not an initial piece, but did emerge during interviews in the form of follow-up questions, and was a clear part of the analysis.

**Theme: Personal individual deficits form barriers to creativity.** Teachers shared that there are individual characteristics or personality traits that they must overcome to be and feel more creative. Avery shared that the feeling of creativity depends on the level of comfort. "It is
probably my comfort zone. If I am more comfortable with the situation, I am probably more creative than if I am, um not as comfortable" (Avery). Avery continued to share that "I think that I have, um, some learning disabilities that in a group where I can't process things as quickly as maybe other in the group, I just kind of stand back, I think that is probably why." The vulnerability that Avery experience inhibits the manifestation of the overall identity of being creative. Avery had previously said that sometimes the identity of creativity is present, but further exploration of the response gleaned the idea that Avery's comfort level influence creativity and is a barrier that is difficult to overcome because of learning disabilities.

**Theme: Components of the educational system act as barriers to creativity.** Teachers shared that there are educational systemic barriers that make creativity difficult and those are time, resources, curriculum, and testing. Dakota said that often her creativity is dependent on “how much time do I have to dedicate.” Dakota shared that if time is limited or not available then creativity is less utilized. Emery echoed Dakota’s comment about time by sharing “a lot of times creativity may take longer for an activity.” Time may not influence the lesson development as mentioned by Dakota, but the actual delivery of the lesson as explained by Emery. Dakota also said that “it is frustrating without the right resources it also hinders your ability to be more creative.” Dakota acknowledges the important role that resources have within the support of creative lesson development. Resources could be money or time. In regards to curriculum Emery said that “the level of standards in line our introduction foundations class, is, um, there are a lot more standards to be covered and I think it limits the creativity for some of it versus in the upper division classes where they get to create and plan a little bit more, I think it opens it up for more.” Emery shared that “I feel we’ve made a circle back around that we’re having more standardized tests and more testing involved and a lot of that cuts into the creativity.”
Discussion and Conclusions

After analyzing both the quantitative and qualitative data it can be concluded that each participant has a different creative skill set but, in the end, the level is not indicative of creative identity. The data can define creativity as problem-solving and adaptability and not as creative ability. This collective definition supports Sternberg's (2004) definition of creativity as both novel and appropriate. This also supports Kirton's (2003) conclusions that all people are creative because they are all problem solvers.

SI reveals that individuals see themselves through the eyes of others and that often the thought of others from a position of authority have a greater impact. When reviewing the themes that support the idea of the "Looking Glass" it is clear that teachers do view the type of feedback used is different from different categories either as students, administrators, or peers. It is interesting that a student can act in a way either by showing engagement or by approaching to request assistance, or sharing of ideas is enough for the teacher to infer that students view them as creative. Whereas for a teacher to feel either administrators or peers view them as creative, they must hear words of affirmation. Needing to hear the actual phrase "you're creative" reduces the need for the teacher to deduce from the action and simply assume what is intended by actions as with student. This phenomenon supports the SI notion that opinions from people of power influence identity development more so than those views from individuals with less power or authority. These views did not change based on the individual teacher creativity level. Those that scored high still required the words of affirmation just like the teachers that scored lower on the TTCT.

Teachers identified their role as a mentor and motivator to support student-focused instruction. Their role changed with what was expected of them, but their roles are not
influenced by their individual creativity level but rather the needs of the student. All participants agreed that the creative identity focused on the student to ensure the student was engaged and successful. Teachers acknowledged that there is a need to act as a motivator to promote student creativity and they also functioned as a mentor by supporting and asking for idea generation. Creativity strengths or level did not seem to have an impact on the roles the teachers saw themselves fulfilling.

The participants identified conferences, professional development opportunities such as CASE, administrative book studies, professors, and peer teachers all as influencers for creativity. Participants shared that they do credit their creativity to their experiences in their classrooms as well as they continue to hone their teaching strategies. Teachers regardless of years of teaching appeared to agree that learning from fellow agricultural teachers have been helpful in shaping their own creativity.

Whereas the SI does not directly identify that barriers play a role in identity development or identity use all but one participant shared barriers that prevent themselves from either feeling creative or practicing creativity. The teacher that did not share a barrier had the lowest creativity score but the longest tenure as an agricultural teacher. Participants shared that time and resources, as well as curriculum standards, tend to limit their ability to feel creative and also influence how students view them as creative. One teacher also shared that their own personality and learning disability held them back from possibly being more creative.

**Recommendations**

After reviewing the findings and conclusions as well as the existing literature it is recommended that identity development be integrated into existing teacher preparation programs as suggested by Hahl and Mikulec (2018). Identity shapes decisions and is constantly being
constructed or deconstructed based on reflection and experiences. Student teachers should be asked to define creativity and connect creativity to other teacher behaviors so that they can further support their multidimensional teacher identity. By being asked to contemplate creativity student teachers practice the task of identity development.

Teacher educators should work to include examples of creativity during methods or pedagogy courses to begin to normalize the term creativity. Because teachers require words of affirmation from authority figures it supports the need for teacher educators and professors to use words of affirmation and acknowledge creativity while clearly describing or identifying creative behavior. Participants did identify that past professors influenced their creativity, and this further supports the need to include creativity terms and descriptions during teacher preparation.

Shoulders (2018) and Shoulders and Myers (2011) recommended purposeful professional development specific to the specific components of agricultural teacher identity because it varies so much from a traditional educator. This call for future professional development to be designed with identity in mind is helpful as the participants in the study also recommended participating in professional development opportunities. These professional development opportunities are important in the continued development of identity because we know identity is not static (Trent, 2010). As teacher educators, we must include in our programs the culture of continuing education and becoming participants in professional developments designed specifically for agricultural teachers.

The researcher not only recommends purposeful professional development specific to agricultural teacher identity, but the encouragement of teachers participating within their communities of practice, or agricultural teacher peers. One participant mentioned social media as a platform to learn from agricultural teachers around the nation. It is recommended that teacher
educators develop or support both student and current teacher with engaging with other agricultural teachers in communities of practice either face to face or virtually.

It is also recommended that future research is completed in other areas of the country to begin to better enhance teacher preparation programs around the country. Because there is a limited connection with the TTCT scores and identity formation it is recommended that future studies only include interview grounded in SI. The data could also be enhanced by adding a focus group to integrate the mitigation of barriers to creativity and to form a more collective definition of creativity. Future studies would add to the value of the conversation regarding creative identity and allow for further development of professional development focused on creativity and identity.
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CHAPTER 4

MANUSCRIPT #2

Agricultural teacher creative behaviors during instruction

Abstract

This study uses a case study approach to complete a qualitative study to confirm agricultural teacher creative behaviors. This study uses the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) to identify the level of creativity of each participant. Each study participant is located in the South Eastern United States and represent individual cases. The researcher collected participant submitted video and analyzed each video identifying and tracking the following behavior codes: fluency, originality, storytelling, humor, movement, fantasy, colorfulness, and emotion. The researcher did find that participants who had strengths identified by the TTCT did also demonstrate those behaviors during instruction. The researcher concluded that storytelling, movement, fantasy, and colorfulness are the four main creative behaviors that were commonly found to be demonstrated during instructional time.

Introduction

Demonstrations are often efficient methods of identifying actions and behavior trends of individuals. Every day teachers are performing and planning demonstrations while delivering instruction and information to students. The researcher developed this study to identify practices and trends agricultural teachers use to deliver instruction to students. Teachers have been evaluated on student achievement and lesson planning as well as classroom management, but not on creative behavior. An individual's behavior is influenced by their identity and the level of creative behavior is relative to the individual's creativity level and the stage of development of their creative identity.
Research Problem

Because all people are problem solvers and are also creative (Kirton, 2003), creative identity exists and can be influenced by social interactions over time (Block & Betts, 2014). Agricultural teachers should be aware of their creativity level and develop their creative identity to support students develop skills for creative problem-solving. By identifying creative behaviors professional development and teacher preparation programs can support teachers in utilizing creative strategies. Priority area five of the American Association for Agricultural Education (Thoron, Myers, & Barrick, 2016), identifies a need for specialized professional development and training for agricultural teachers. By documenting creative behaviors and understanding how a teacher is creative a relationship can be examined and strategies developed for agricultural teacher education preparation programs and professional development. The researcher can use the findings from this study to develop materials and teacher professional development training to further build and foster creativity in the classroom by developing these behaviors in preservice, novice, and experienced teachers.

Purpose and Research Questions

This quantitative study includes the collection of data for the identification of creative behaviors of agricultural teachers in the South Eastern United States. Data was collected in the form of videos to identify creative practices. A case study design was used to provide enhancement for the researcher to view the phenomenon in a case by case nature because of the variety found within the agriculture education discipline to answer the following research questions:

1) What is the teacher’s level of creativity?

2) How do teachers display creativity in the classroom during instruction?
3) What is the relationship between a teacher’s creativity level and the classroom instruction they utilize?

**Literature Review**

Creativity is defined as producing a product that is both novel and appropriate (Sternberg, 2004). There are several lenses that can be used to develop an approach and understanding of creativity (Torrance, 1993) when it is defined as Sternberg (2004) has. Torrance (1993) identifies that creativity can be considered from the following viewpoints person, process, product, and the environment. The constructs used to develop the TTCT are rooted in the process of creativity. As an education phycologist Torrance was "concerned with the learning, thinking, teaching, problem-solving, creative, development, and other processes" (Torrance, 1993, p. 232). The act of creativity and creative thinking is the "process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making guesses and formulating a hypothesis about these deficiencies; evaluating and testing these guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and, last communicating the results" (Torrance, 1993, p. 233). There are many creativity and creative thinking measures available for use. Some focus on motivation, the flexibility of thought, originality, and fluency. All of those attributes of creativity are found in the definition of creativity Sternberg supplies. Motivation and flexibility of thought are connected to the idea of production and may connect to the generations of ideas for a divergent thought and problem-solving. Originality is mirrored in the concept of novelty. In general, something is considered novel when it is unique and not typical. The remaining suggested component is fluency and is a measurable form of appropriate. Generally, things are appropriate with they make sense in the context they are being used.
When designing research, the task of instrument selection is imperative. The researcher must select the best instrument to best serve the needs of the purpose of the study. One tool to aid in the decision-making process is the collection and evaluation of validity evidence. Messick validity model includes the following categories of evidence: content, substantive, structural, generalizability, external, and consequential (Messick, 1995). The Messick model utilizing the aspects of construct validity will be utilized to assist the researcher in deciding between two measures that are widely utilized to measure similar aspects of creativity.

**Description and Purpose of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) measure was developed for identifying and evaluating the creative potential of the respondent. This instrument can be used for participants that are in kindergarten through graduate school. The TTCT is used to identify gifted students by identifying the individual's creativity level as well as predicting achievement (Chase, 1985). The instrument is designed to be given in two parts a figural form and a verbal form. Torrance (2017) developed the TTCT to serve as a measure of creative thinking abilities and not a measure of creativity.

**Test Specifications of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking**

The TTCT can be given respondents in an individual or group setting. It can also be given to a respondent orally if the respondent cannot write. Creativity researchers have shown that there are two ways creative thinking can manifest; therefore, the TTCT was designed to have both a verbal and nonverbal component (Sumners, 2017b). Both the figural and the verbal also have two forms available for use. The activities (items) in both forms are designed and approached as games to engage the participants (Chase, 1985). Both the figural and verbal TTCT
forms are norm-referenced. Scores are calculated for a standard and then transformed to a standard score which is then transformed to a national percentile score (Torrance, 2017).

The figural forms A and B consist of three activities that are each timed independently for a total time of 30 minutes (Torrance, 2017). The figural form requires that participants respond to the prompt by drawing and are scored on fluency, originality, elaboration, the abstractness of title, and resistance to premature closure. Not all activities are included in the calculation of all score categories. Fluency is identified as the gatekeeper score; therefore, all figures must be fluent to be included in the other areas as well as part of the total score (Cramond & Sumners, 2011). The figural also includes bonus scoring in the form of a checklist of creative strengths.

**Methods**

**Research Design**

The study was designed qualitatively to function as exploratory research. The findings are used to confirm the creative behaviors of agricultural educators. The creative behaviors identified during the study originated in the creative checklist construct used in the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) to measure the creative level of an individual. The researcher selected this design to examine the relationships between creative thinking strengths and creative behaviors. This study uses quantitative data from a creativity measure that identifies a participant's creative level. The second set of data used to confirm the behavior was collected in the form of video data. Both strands are given equal priority and were collected sequentially. Meaning no data strand is more important the other and one data strand was completely collected before beginning collection of the next (Cramer, 2018). Data analysis was also conducted
separately and sequentially. The mixing of the data strands occurred during conclusions and discussion due to the nature of the researcher’s interest in confirming creative behaviors.

**Population and Sample**

The process of identifying the population began with the researcher developing a professional development workshop that focused on creativity in the agricultural education classroom. The researcher used Sternberg's creativity definition as the focus of the workshop. The workshop introduced the creativity constructs measured by Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). Lesson and activity examples were discussed and practiced by participants. Participants also completed the TTCT during the three-hour workshop. By strategically developing a creativity workshop the researcher was able to identify a sample with an interest in creativity and therefore leading to a purposeful sample of agricultural teachers.

The population for this study was identified as Agricultural educators in the South Eastern United States that had an interest in creativity in the classroom and attended the researcher’s workshop. All teachers in attendance of the workshops were invited to the study ($N = 21$). The sampling method utilized was convenience sampling because the study participants were the teachers in attendance. This sampling method allows the researcher to identify study participants that are easily accessible and available (Ary, et al., 2014). Four teachers ($n = 4$) returned the consent forms but only 3 teachers submitted video data ($n = 3$) for a total of nine videos used in the analysis.

**Data Collection**

Electronic media was used as data and collected as participants submitted videos. Video data is growing as an acceptable form of data specifically for social science researcher (JeWitt, 2012). A video is malleable and sharable which allows the researcher to view, review, and
analyze the data easily (JeWitt, 2012). Although video may appear as only a qualitative data strand the researcher will glean both qualitative and quantitative data from the analysis that will be used to answer research question two.

Participants were asked to film themselves in the classroom three times. The video protocol consisted of instructions and a statement for the teachers to share with their students. It is important to note that student images or voices were not the focus of this data collection and subsequent analyses during this study. The participants were asked to ensure their recording device only captured their image and limited student images. As part of any classroom student and teacher, interaction is inevitable, but an effort was made to decrease the likelihood of student interference. Participants also received a prompt in the video protocol to record a lesson where they felt their creativity was showcased.

Data Analysis

The video data was analyzed using Noldus Observer software. This software allows the researcher to code participant actions while teaching. The researcher developed the codes for this data set from the TTCT scoring rubric. The researcher viewed videos and documented when a creative behavior started and stopped. Video analysis was structured by adapting the stages identified by Bryman (2008). From these codes, behavior examples were identified to assist with the operationalization of creative behaviors. Identified creative behaviors were explained and supported by researcher observation gleaned from the video. The behaviors were documented to demonstrate the number of occurrences and duration of each individual behavior.

The TTCT uses fluency and originality to measure all examples of creativity; therefore, the TTCT scoring constructs reflect appropriateness and novel respectively. Fluency is defined by the TTCT scoring guide as the ability to fit within the rules of the defined problem or context.
For the purpose of this study, the researcher defined fluency as behavior that is part of instructional practice that fits within agricultural education. As with fluency, the TTCT scoring guide defines originality as any response that is not typical. The researcher also included the following codes: emotion, storytelling, movement, humor, colorfulness, and fantasy.

The TTCT scoring rubric and scoring guide were used as a description of the behavior the researcher identified. Emotion is explained by the TTCT scoring guide as figures that display feelings; therefore, the researcher identified emotional behaviors as those teacher behaviors that show and depict emotion. The TTCT scoring guide explains storytelling as responses that tell an entire story to the viewer; therefore, the researcher identified teacher behavior as storytelling when the behavior went beyond the surface level and involved a more in-depth explanation or connection with student experiences. Movement is one construct that is a bit more difficult because it is not a physical movement that occurs in our physical world such as walking, but is explained by the TTCT scoring guide as movement is depicted in the figure to indicate motion. Therefore, the researcher identified movement behaviors as those teacher behaviors that utilized movement in an explanation or instructional activity not merely moving around the classroom or using gestures when lecturing. The TTCT scoring guide identifies humor as age appropriate jovial response that evokes laughter; therefore, the researcher identified humorous behaviors as instructional techniques that were intended to be humorous. Colorfulness is described as responses that are rich with detail and stick in the mind for easy recall; therefore, the researcher identified participant behavior as colorful when the action was detailed and stood out as something easily remembered. The final code identified is fantasy and is defined by the TTCT scoring guide as a response that spark and uses the imagination. The researcher recognized
fantasy behavior as instructional practices that used the imagination as well as connected to fictional characters.

Results

Participant Descriptions

The researcher used both TTCT score reports and the video to describe participants. Constructs of creativity, identified and measured using the TTCT, were used to describe the participants' creativity level including strengths and weaknesses. The video data collected also contributed to describing the classrooms and laboratories that the participants used for instruction and classroom management.

Avery has been teaching agriculture for 24 years. Avery completed the TTCT and has a moderate creativity level. Avery falls into the 90th national percentile in fluency and in the 80th national percentile in originality. Both fluency and originality are the strengths of Avery's creativity. Elaboration or addition of details and is Avery's weakest area of creativity. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Avery's strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, the expressiveness of titles and humor. Avery did not submit any video data for this study although Avery did sign and return the participant consent form.

Cameron (Case Study One), has been teaching middle school agriculture for 31 years. Cameron completed the TTCT and was identified to have a low level of creativity. Cameron scored in the 97th national percentile in fluency. Cameron's largest area for growth, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Cameron's strengths are found in, the expressiveness of titles, extending boundaries, and colorfulness.

Cameron submitted three videos for a total of 86 minutes of recording time. Cameron selected two lessons from sixth grade and one lesson for seventh grade. The first sixth-grade
class video was filmed in a shop that had both a classroom with organized desks in rows and a work area with separate workbenches. This sixth-grade video was analyzed first and it included a lecture on agriculture safety as students completed their safety agreements. After the lecture the video cut and went to film the hands-on demonstration of how to use a sander and then the students starting their woodworking projects by starting the sanding process.

The second sixth-grade video was analyzed next. This video was filmed in a traditional classroom with many examples of works posted on the walls as well as FFA chapter achievements. The ceiling also had examples of agriculture suspended. The student desks were organized in groups. The class topic was international agriculture. The format of this class included a lecture led by the instructor that included input and discussion from students. Student independent work followed the lecture. Students were asked to identify three countries and then identify three crops and three animals that are special to each country as well as three fact for each country.

The third and final video submitted by Cameron was of seventh-grade agriculture. This video also took place in the classroom and consisted of a lecture period including student discussion followed by a group project. The topic for this class was land management and environmental practices. The assignment was for the groups to develop a section of land that included a pond to become a town.

 Dakota (Case Study Two), is a first-year teacher and has completed about six months of teaching at the time the study began. Dakota is currently teaching middle school agriculture. Dakota completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national percentile. Dakota scored in the 90th national percentile in both fluency and originality. Dakota's creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, are abstract of title and elaboration. Within the
TTCT’s creative checklist Dakota's strengths are found in emotional expression, storytelling, movement, the expressiveness of titles, synthesis of lines, extending boundaries, and colorfulness.

Dakota submitted three videos for a total of 84 minutes of recorded time. Based on the video it is uncertain which grade levels Dakota selected to share but the topics were prevalent in the videos. Dakota’s videos all took place in a traditional agriculture classroom with decorations and motivational posters displayed. There were not any visible FFA awards, but Dakota did have an FFA jacket on display. The students were seated in desks organized in rows. All three videos captured Dakota providing a lecture to the students. Dakota teaches on a block schedule so her videos naturally cut when it was time to break for restrooms and transition to another task.

The first two videos analyzed covered the topic of the upcoming fruit sale. Dakota used a PowerPoint that had images of the order forms that each student had at their desk. As Dakota went over the form, Dakota filled in the sections of the forms to model the behavior for students as well as provide the correct spelling. The lecture was interactive in that the students were filling out a form as Dakota did on the whiteboard. Dakota then set up examples of scenarios of the types of possible customers the student might interact with or should approach. It can be noted that Dakota’s room is not equipped with a smart board, but did have the projection onto the white dry erase board and wrote on the slides that way and erased as the slide transitioned to the next slide. The final video of Dakota’s that was analyzed was an FFA history lecture. Students had a notes sheet that they filled in as Dakota presented the information. There were two integrated videos into the PowerPoint that showcased the creed and the FFA jacket.

**Emery** (Case Study Three), is in the 18th year of teaching at the high school level. Emery completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national percentile.
Dakota scored in the 99th national percentile in fluency, and in the 93rd national percentile in originality. Emery’s creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT’s creative checklist Emery’s strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, and expressiveness of titles.

Emery submitted three videos with a total recording time of 24 minutes. The class that Emery recorded appeared to be an upper-level high school class enrolled in the food science pathway. The videos were set in both the lab and the traditional agriculture classroom. The classroom was decorated colorfully and had student FFA achievements posted. Students were seated in desks and desks were organized into rows. In the lab, students were working in groups spread around the area at work stations.

The first video analyzed had very little teacher instruction it was clear this was an upper-level course in the middle of the year because the students appeared to know the routine and did not ask many questions. They were preparing various recipes to share with the class. In video two the food science class takes place in the classroom where students were asked to complete a blind taste comparison. Emery asked the students to use their senses to compare and contrast the two food items. After a discussion, the students were then asked to generate ideas for food products that may also fall into the categories that have similar ingredients. The third and final video was of student work. During this third video, there is no teacher-led instruction.

Torrance Test of Creative Thinking Results

Table 4-1 includes the national percentile scores for each of the participants in the five constructs of creativity measured using the TTCT which are: fluency (F), originality (O), elaboration (E), abstract of titles (AT), and resistance to closure (C). Scores are also reported for the creativity checklist. The overall creativity index is the creativity level of the participant. The
creativity index scores are shown as a national percentile. For the purposes of this study, the researcher identified scores as high, moderate, and low based on score ranges. Scores that are identified as high are found in a range of 80-100. Moderate scores are in a range from 50-79, and scores are identified as low in the range of 0-49.

Table 4-1

*Participant Torrance Test of Creative Thinking Scores*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Name</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Checklist</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avery</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2 contains the score from the TTCT creativity checklist that is used on the figural form of the test. The checklist works as a bonus system to further describe the participants' creative behavior. The checklist items selected for analysis are movement, emotion, storytelling, humor, fantasy, and colorfulness. Each construct can be score on a scale of zero to two. When the behavior appears more than twice a score of one is awarded. Behaviors that appear more than three times receive a score of two. All participants that submitted videos were identified to have both movement and emotion as strengths. Fantasy appeared to be the weakness of all participants with videos submitted.
Table 4-2

Participant Creativity Checklist Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creativity Checklist</th>
<th>Avery</th>
<th>Cameron</th>
<th>Dakota</th>
<th>Emery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creative Behavior Constructs Results and Findings

Table 4-3 contains the data that documents the number of occurrences for each creative behavior as performed by the teacher. The table indicates that all teachers exhibited one occurrence of Fluency and that was that all video data was fluent and the video did showcase an agricultural classroom during instruction. Table 4-3 also shows that storytelling has the most occurrences when compared to all other creative behaviors. The behavior that is demonstrated the least is originality because there is a lack of instructional behaviors to accurately determine what behavior is original. If originality is removed the behavior with the fewest occurrences is humor.

The table 4-3 also includes the duration for each behavior. The durations also identify how long the behaviors last. The durations observed indicated that the majority of instructional time is used for storytelling although fluency has the longest duration. It is important to remember that fluency is used as a gatekeeper and must be present for all other behaviors to be measured and present. Humor is measured to have the lowest duration after removing originality from the behavior constructs intended for measurement.
Table 4-3

*Creative Behavior Occurrences and Durations by Participant*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creativity Behavior Construct</th>
<th>Cameron’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Dakota’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Emery’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Cameron’s Duration</th>
<th>Dakota’s Duration</th>
<th>Emery’s Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86:16.0</td>
<td>84:60.0</td>
<td>24:51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07:07.4</td>
<td>05:01.5</td>
<td>00:35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>03:04.4</td>
<td>00:47.5</td>
<td>00:13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15:56.8</td>
<td>16:43.5</td>
<td>01:41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:24.0</td>
<td>00:48.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04:40.4</td>
<td>13:31.3</td>
<td>00:08.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01:35.8</td>
<td>01:28.0</td>
<td>01:31.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: time is reported in the form of mm:ss.0

**Behavior Explanations and Examples**

**Fluency and Originality**

Fluency and originality are grouped together by the researcher because both of these constructs represent the definition of creativity used by the researcher. Fluency is used to represent appropriate and originality represents novel. The TTCT uses fluency as a gatekeeper score meaning that if an answer is not fluent then it cannot be scored. All participants demonstrated fluency because all lessons or activities were appropriate for an agricultural education class. Fluency occurrences are low and duration is longer because for the behavior to be present the teacher must have been fluent since fluency is used as a gatekeeper score. The topics and activities were age appropriate and appeared to meet the standards for the courses that were being taught. As shown in table 4-2 no participant demonstrated originality. At this time
there is not enough previous research in agricultural teacher creative behavior to confidently report or measure this behavior.

**Movement**

Movement, as defined by the TTCT for scoring purposes, requires the figures to show some type of movement such as lines indicating a car or something is in motion. For the purposes of this study, the researcher found that movement was part of the instruction. Not that the teacher moved around the classroom but used movement to transfer meaning during instruction. For example, Cameron demonstrated the technique for putting away a cord for a hand sander. Dakota also used movement to demonstrate where on a sales form a student would record a customer's phone number or order quantity. Other movement included hand gestures to add emphasis or direct attention to certain items that were related to the instruction or class topic. Movement often occurred in short bursts and as a part of storytelling.

**Storytelling**

Storytelling appears in the TTCT checklist of creativity and for the purposes of scoring is recognized as a picture that is drawn tells a complete story. Meaning the drawing goes beyond what it actually is. In this study, the researcher identified storytelling as the teacher going beyond giving information but personalizing the information to tell a story. Dakota exhibited this behavior while encouraging students to participate in the fruit sale by telling of participating as a student. Dakota's story also included a sales technique as well as suggestions for potential customers. Cameron also used storytelling to share the importance of the safety agreement and the difference between a safety agreement and a safety test, which the seventh and eighth graders are required to take before working in the shop. Emery used storytelling to elaborate on the
problems that occur because food packaging may appear to have the same ingredients yet the
tastes are different.

**Emotion**

For scoring purposes, the TTCT identifies drawings that show emotion that either
physically depicts emotion like a smiling face or evoke the emotion of the viewer. For this
analysis, the researcher identified emotion when the teacher would show emotion in an effort to
add excitement to a topic to promote engagement. Emotion was also identified when teachers
would use words to show emotion like "great" or "good." Lastly, emotion was identified by the
researcher as to when a teacher made an effort to evoke the emotions of their students.

Emotion occurred on its own often when Dakota used words like "great" or "good." However, once emotion was seen as promoting excitement or engagement to evoke emotions from the students it occurred during storytelling. Cameron demonstrated emotion while sharing information about agriculture around the world. During this international agriculture lesson, Cameron showed pictures and shared stories or current events. Emery used emotion to emphasize food allergies and product ingredients. It is important to note that the behavior of emotion did not last the entirety of the storytelling behavior, but it was a recognizable component that was identified and measured.

**Humor**

The behavior of humor is dependent on the audience and individual scoring. Humor is often dependent on the age of the participant. For this study humor was identified both from the lens of the researcher as well as from the feedback from student laughter as captured in the video. Humor appeared either as sarcasm or a joke. All of the humor used and measured as part
of the instruction and not separate from and appeared to be used to keep the students focused or to regain focus.

Cameron used sarcasm as humor and it appeared to not be understood by the students. Dakota’s humor was received by the students and it allowed for students to continue the conversation by asking questions or posing scenarios to their instructor. Emery did not exhibit humor in the videos provided but may have eventually in other classes or unit topics.

**Colorfulness**

When scoring the TTCT colorfulness is given points when a drawing is not in color but recalls memories or leaves a lasting impression. The image that is depicted is clear and you can see what the participant was attempting to share with you. The video data did not address the colors used in the classroom although it can be noted that all of the classrooms were colorful. For the purposes of this analysis, colorfulness was identified during periods of instruction where a mental picture could be created from the description the teacher was sharing. The majority of the time colorfulness appears as part of a storytelling behavior and not an independent creative behavior.

Dakota used colorfulness to add detail and elaboration to stories. Cameron added anecdotes to assist with further understanding and engagement. Cameron after introducing a tool added in when the student would use the tool next. Emery added colorfulness to the stories by being sure to include descriptors of the sour and the sweet food as well as examples of when ingredient lists become important as well as how some ingredient lists are not accurate.

**Fantasy**

The TTCT scoring guide identifies fantasy as mystical creatures or products of imagination like a talking dog or a fairy. Whereas for this study the researcher identify fantasy
and posing "what if" or "imagine" scenarios within the instruction to allow for students to practice or generate ideas on a presented topic. These fantasy discussions provide time for the student to think and apply what knowledge has just been presented. It is important to note that fantasy was typically part of storytelling and at times continued for the same length of time as the story. It is also important to note that fantasy time was not recorded when students used fantasy as a response to their instructor.

Emery asked students what if someone had a food allergy and the ingredient was not listed. Dakota staged scenarios to assist students with understanding how to complete order forms for the upcoming fundraiser. Emery also used what-if scenarios to describe the awards system associated with the fundraiser. Cameron used what-if scenarios to support tool safety as well as understanding the application of agricultural inventions and land management.

Case Study Discussions and Conclusions

The data received in a variety of topics that are specific to the instructor as well as a variety of age groups and academic levels. The videos presented by both Cameron and Dakota were both teaching in middle schools, but the topics covered were very different because of the timing of the school year. The videos submitted by Emery were from high school and appeared to be from an upper-level food science course. The total video time also varied. Teachers were asked to submit three 50-minute videos, but Cameron and Dakota were only able to film on average of 25 minutes of class instruction where Emery was only able to capture 24 minutes of class within her 3 video submissions. Because of all of the differences, the discussions and conclusions are reported by the case to restrict false conclusions.
Case One: Cameron

After scoring and reporting the findings for the TTCT Cameron received a low creativity level with a score in the 35th national percentile. Meaning Cameron is more creative than 35 percent of the general population that is over the age of 18. As discussed in the description Cameron’s creative strength is fluency. When looking at Cameron's fluency for the video recordings was also strong. It can be concluded that Cameron understands and knows what is appropriate and fits a particular situation because of more than 30 years of teaching experience.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the breakdown of Cameron's behavior occurrences for each of the eight creative behaviors the researcher measured. It is clear that the top three creative strengths that Cameron uses the most during instruction are storytelling, colorfulness, and movement. Humor is Cameron's least utilized behavior.

Figure 4-1. Cameron’s Creative Behavior Occurrences

When comparing these creative behavior occurrences with Cameron's creativity checklist it is expected that Cameron would have fewer occurrences in storytelling, movement, humor, and fantasy. According to the checklist Cameron should have displayed colorfulness as her strength.
With an overall low creativity level of low, it would be expected to not see as many of these creative behaviors exhibited in her instruction. However, there are two forms of the TTCT and Cameron only completed the figural form and not the verbal form. The figural measure did not reflect her level of creative behavior. Perhaps the use of the verbal measure would better capture her creative thinking ability.

**Case Two: Dakota**

After scoring and reporting the findings for the TTCT Dakota received a high creativity level with a score in the 92nd percentile. Meaning Dakota is more creative than 92 percent of the general population that is over the age of 18. As discussed in the description Dakota's creative strengths are fluency and originality. When looking at Dakota’s fluency for the video recordings was also strong. It can be concluded that Dakota understands and knows what is appropriate and fits a particular situation despite only being in the first year of teaching. The experience as a state FFA officer and in agriculture education as a student could help Dakota cover the deficit that could have been experienced in fluency. Unfortunately, Dakota did not have the behavior of originality identified despite the creativity level being high in originality. At this stage of creativity research in the context of agriculture education, the researcher does not have enough literature or behavior examples to accurately document and identify original behavior. Figure 4-2 illustrates the breakdown of Dakota's behavior occurrences for each of the eight creative behaviors the researcher measured. It is clear that the top three creative strengths that Dakota uses the most during instruction are storytelling, movement, and Fantasy. Emotion is Dakota’s least utilized behavior.
Figure 4-2. Dakota’s Creative Behavior Occurrences

When comparing these creative behavior occurrences with Dakota’s creativity checklist it is expected that Dakota would have more occurrences in storytelling, movement, but not fantasy. According to the checklist, Dakota should have displayed storytelling and movement as her strength, and Dakota did. The behavior identified confirmed storytelling as Dakota’s creative strength with movement as a second. The researcher anticipated a low display of humor and that creative behavior was recognized as Dakota's third lowest score. The low occurrences of colorfulness do not match with the strengths identified by the TTCT. This discrepancy is explained by the topic of instruction. Colorful details were shared within the stories that were woven into her lecture but did not occur as frequently because the lecture topic of FFA history is fact heavy and had limited opportunity for Dakota to share an elaborative story. Fantasy was one of the top three creative behaviors that Dakota used. It is noted that with the increased use of fantasy in instruction the students would also mimic the behavior and share or propose imaginative situations as well to challenge the instructor or to demonstrate the engagement and
understanding of the material. With an overall high creativity level, it is expected to observe many of these creative behaviors during instruction.

**Case Three: Emery**

After scoring and reporting the findings for the TTCT Emery received a high creativity level with a score in the 92nd percentile. Meaning Emery is more creative than 92 percent of the general population that is over the age of 18. As discussed in her description Emery's creative strengths are fluency and originality and her largest creative deficit is in elaboration. When looking at Emery's fluency for the video recordings was weak when compared to the other participants, but when looking at her own submitted recording fluency was also a strength. It can be concluded that Emery understands and knows what is appropriate and fits a particular situation.

Unfortunately, Emery did not have the behavior of originality identified despite the creativity level being high in originality. At this stage of creativity research in the context of agriculture education, the researcher does not have enough literature or behavior examples to accurately document and identify original behavior. Figure 4-3 illustrates the breakdown of Emery's behavior occurrences for each of the eight creative behaviors the researcher measured. It is clear that the top three creative strengths that Emery uses the most during instruction are storytelling, colorfulness, and movement. Humor is Emery's weakest behavior followed closely by fantasy. The video that Emery submitted was very student-focused instruction and did not showcase Emery as an instructor. There were segments that Emery was leading the class, but for the majority of the submitted recording, the students were working in groups or independently on projects and course assignments. This difference in instruction type when compared to the other cases can be attributed to the level of the student, course focus, and time of year. Emery is a high
school teacher and shared video from a food science course. Emery has also already had these students for at least 18 weeks prior to recording the lessons.
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**Figure 4-3. Emery’s Creative Behavior Occurrences**

When comparing these creative behavior occurrences with Emery's creativity checklist it is expected that Emery would have fewer occurrences in storytelling, humor, colorfulness, and fantasy. According to the checklist, Emery should have displayed emotion as a strength. With an overall high creativity level, it would be expected to see as many of these creative behaviors exhibited during instruction. As previously mentioned, there are some limitations to the data that can be gleaned from Emery's recordings because there is less time and the instruction was almost all student-focused. It is concluded that with different instructional delivery that includes more teacher input and participation would include higher rates of observable teacher creative behavior.

**Overall Study Conclusions**

Although it is difficult for the researcher to compare and contrast the data from the three case studies there are some general observations and conclusions. A common behavior that was
identified as the most prevalent creative behavior was storytelling. All three cases demonstrated storytelling the most. The second most recorded creative behavior was movement. It is clear that these teachers utilize movement with communicating knowledge to their students. The third most prevalent creative behavior is between fantasy and colorfulness. Two of the three teachers exhibited behavior more frequently in either of these two behavior categories. It is concluded that the teachers regardless of their creativity level rely on storytelling, movement, fantasy, and colorfulness during student instruction. At this time the researcher is unable to draw conclusions about originality, humor, or emotion other than they are part of instruction, but may need to be reported and recorded differently.

**Recommendations**

The National research agenda for the American Association for Agricultural educators identifies a need for professional development to be specifically designed for agricultural educators (Shoulders & Myers, 2011). Shoulders (2018) also agrees that there is a need for professional development to be developed specifically for agricultural educators because they identify differently than traditional educators.

The general conclusion for this study identified four creative behaviors that these teachers in the South Eastern United States use the most during instruction. It is recommended that professional development is developed specifically for instructional methods to include the use and practice of storytelling, movement, fantasy, and colorfulness. The other three creative behaviors that were demonstrated the least should also be included in professional development although these behaviors may not be as prevalent in instruction may appear in other times or roles the agricultural teacher may uses as classroom management or program recruitment and development.
It is important to remember that these findings and conclusions are not generalizable but only explain and relate to the teachers that represent these three cases. Because of the lack of generalizability, it is recommended that before developing professional development for the behaviors with lower occurrences more studies are conducted to determine originality, humor, and emotion. The results clearly indicated a need to have continued research into the originality construct. In the future, the originality construct should be removed from the creative behavior analysis checklist for video analysis until originality can clearly be defined. Because the limited data set could have influenced the results, it is recommended to collect more video data over time which may lead to clearer more applicable results for professional development. This would also add to the body of literature and research to identify creative thinking ability demonstrated as teacher behavior.

It is recommended for future replications of this study the population is limited to only either middle school or high school agricultural teachers. The age and needs of the students, as well as the content being taught, appeared to differentiate too much between the middle school and high school teachers in this study. The inclusion of more strict video guidelines will also help with the uniformity of data and allow for more in-depth analysis as well as a comparison among samples.

Future research should also include other methods of data collection into the research design. Interviews should be conducted along with the video submission to allow the researcher to more fully understand what is happening in the video. An additional data strand to include the lesson plan for the videos being used for analysis would also prove helpful. By adding lesson plans the findings would continue to shape more focused professional development as well as teacher preparation programs.
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MANUSCRIPT #3

Agricultural teacher creativity identity and instructional behaviors conclusions and recommendations

Abstract

Everyone has a collection of identities that guide who an individual is and the actions or goals and individual sets. Just as everyone has an identity, they also are all creative; therefore, everyone also has a creative identity. This study defines creativity from the perspective of agricultural teachers as well as identifies the influences on creativity and creative identity. The concept from symbolic interaction (SI) theory of the "looking glass" is also explored. The researcher presents the findings and discusses the connections between creativity level and certain identity influencers. This study not only identifies the creativity level of individuals and the process of identity development but it confirms the creative behaviors that agricultural teachers use during instructional methods. The findings of this study lead to recommendations for both future agricultural teacher professional development and curriculum items to be integrated into teacher preparation programs.

Introduction

The quest for understanding both how the human brain works and how humans develop knowledge has been a task many scientists have undertaken. One characteristic separating humans from other animals is our intellect. The task to define learning is difficult but not impossible. As an applied sociologist, it is noted that learning and behavior are both involved as we gain new knowledge. The research often focuses on measuring is learning or how learning occurs. Instead of focusing on the learners (students), research concentrated on the experienced teacher provides insights specific to teacher behavior that will impact student achievement in a
meaningful way. Encouraging the education programs that nurture desired practices in teachers should positively impact student achievement.

Because the learning environment is social (Lave, 1996) the development of identity is also social and follows the assumptions that are found in symbolic interaction (SI) theory. These main assumptions of SI lend the theory very well with identity formation of agricultural teachers during teacher preparation programs. The basics of identity development are rooted in experience and that aligns with the third SI assumption that meaning is either developed, sustained, or dismantled as people interact with one another.

**Need for the Study and Research Problem**

This study used both quantitative and qualitative data in measuring creativity level, creative identity and creative behaviors. This study supports the American Association for Agricultural Education National Research Agenda, by supporting research priority area five: Efficient and Effective Agricultural Education Programs (Thoron, Myers, and Barrick, 2016). This research area specifically fits with this manuscript because it asks for continued research in professional identity.

This study contributed to the literature on agriculture education teacher preparation and professional development opportunities as well as contributed to the literature specifically on creativity and career and technical education. This study also added to the growing knowledge and literature in creativity as it applies to the identity development of teachers.

This research study addresses priorities outlined in the *National Research Agenda*’s *American Association for Agricultural Education’s Research Priority Areas for 2016-2020* (Roberts, Harder, & Brashears, 2016). This specific study identified teacher creativity as a starting point for a greater examination into creativity, therefore, this study aligns most
specifically with "Research Priority 5: Efficient and Effective Agricultural Education Programs" (Thoron, Myers, & Barrick, 2016, p.41) by supporting the development of skills needed by agricultural education practitioners. Creativity, as it applies to the agricultural teacher, has not been examined in depth which places this study as innovative with the continued potential to develop professional development that allows for teachers to hone their skills in the classroom by understanding creative behavior.

**Purpose Statement**

This qualitative study includes the collection of data for a deeper understanding of the formation of an agricultural teacher's creative identity and creative behavior. A sequential mixed method design was used with equal priority between all data strands. In this study quantitative data was used to measure the level of an individual's creativity and creative behavior. Qualitative data was collected to identify creative practices as well as explore a teacher's creative identity. A qualitative design was used to provide enhancement for the researcher to view the phenomenon to develop a deeper understanding of the following research questions:

**Research Questions**

1) What is the teacher’s level of creativity?

2) How do teachers describe what creativity means to them as well as their own creative identity?

3) How do teachers develop their creative self-concept from their interactions in a learning environment and creativity level?

4) How do teachers display creativity in the classroom during instruction?

5) What is the relationship between a teacher’s creativity level and the classroom instruction they utilize?
Literature Review

This research study relies on creativity, the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, and symbolic interaction (SI) theory for the development of the design, interviews, and data analysis. The researcher utilized the constructs found in the TTCT to design study to confirm the creative behaviors of agricultural educators. The assumption of the SI theory shaped the development of interview questions as well as inform the analysis, discussion, and recommendations for teacher identity.

Creativity

There are several lenses that can be used to develop an approach and understanding of creativity (Torrance, 1993). Torrance (1993) identifies that creativity can be considered from the following viewpoints person, process, product, and the environment. The constructs used to develop the TTCT are rooted in the process of creativity. As an education phycologist Torrance was "concerned with the learning, thinking, teaching, problem-solving, creative, development, and other processes" (Torrance, 1993, p. 232). The act of creativity and creative thinking is the "process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making guesses and formulating a hypothesis about these deficiencies; evaluating and testing these guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and, lastly communicating the results" (Torrance, 1993, p. 233). At the base of all of these are human needs and the need to correct incompleteness is satisfied when creative behavior is used (Torrance, 1993).

The use of creativity is simply something done to relieve a tension to solve problems around us so that something is not missing or out of place (Torrance, 1993). As solutions are being developed is the point where divergent thinking enters. Divergent thinking is searching for
all possible solutions. This search for all possible solutions and finding an answer with trial and error is supported by Torrance's (1993) inclusion of hypothesis testing for solutions.

**Torrance Test of Creative Thinking**

As previously discussed, the TTCT is a measure used to identify the creativity level of an individual and not necessarily theory. By understanding the scoring and operationalized definitions of the constructs of the TTCT the researcher can develop assumptions about creativity and creative behavior. Each construct or behavior that is measured is defined and described in detail in the certification manual that is part of the required certification course to become a TTCT practitioner.

The TTCT does rely on the participant responses to be fluent which supports the appositeness required by Sternberg's, (2004) definition of creativity. The TTCT also scores individuals on originality, abstractness titles, elaboration, and resistance to premature closure. These score categories are the five constructs the instrument measures to identify an individual's creativity level. Torrance developed the TTCT not to reward individuals with high levels of creativity but in an effort to recognize an area of need for an individual and know exactly where that individual might need development (Sumners, 2017b).

The TTCT does not only measure those main constructs but also includes a creative checklist of possible specific creative behaviors that may add to the overall creativity score of an individual. The creative behavior checklist for the figural form include the following: emotional expressiveness, storytelling articulateness, movement or action, expressiveness of titles, synthesis of incomplete figures, synthesis of lines or circles, unusual visualization, internal visualization, extending or breaking boundaries, humor, richness of imagery, colorfulness of imagery, and fantasy.
Symbolic Interaction

In the social science discipline what is known as symbolic interaction (SI) theory was developed from the work of C. H Cooley in 1902 and G. H. Mead in 1934 (Krutilla & Benson, 1990). Krutilla and Benson (1990) noted that it was Blumer in 1972 who actually began to use the term "symbolic interaction." Blumer (1972) argues that SI rests on three assumptions as cited in Krutilla and Benson (1990),

1) human beings initiate activity with physical objects, other human beings, categories of human beings, institutions, and abstract concepts; 2) meaning is entirely derived from the social interaction one as with others; 3) meaning are created, modified, stabilized or dismantled as people interact with one another and their common environment (p. 9).

These main assumptions of SI lend the theory very well with identity formation of agricultural teachers during teacher preparation programs. The basics of identity development are rooted in experience and that aligns with the third SI assumption that meaning is either developed, sustained, or dismantled as people interact with one another. By interacting with others, the second assumption is fortified and can be found in identity development because "people become keenly attuned to how they think others see them" (Krutilla & Benson, 1990, p. 9). This awareness is especially impactful when the awareness of others perceptions are coming from people who are viewed as important (Krutilla & Benson, 1990). This idea of seeing yourself as others see you is known as "The Looking Glass Self."

Symbolic interaction (SI) theory assumes that identity is formed from social interactions (White, Klein, & Martin, 2015). Because learning occurs and is situated in social situations (Lave, 1996) it allows for the classroom and teacher interactions to facilitate the shaping of
identity. SI uses the process of self-reflection as individuals use the looking glass approach to see how others see them as individuals and from that identity is formed (White, et al., 2015).

Methodology

Research Design

To examine the phenomenon of creativity and answer the research questions the researcher used a qualitative research design. The researcher utilized a case study approach. A case study permitted the researcher to "focus on a single unit to produce an in-depth description that is rich and holistic" (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, & Walker, 2014, p. 485). For the purpose of this study, the units that were identified as the cases are agricultural education teachers in the South Eastern United States. These teachers represented either secondary or middle school agricultural education programs. Because the education field varies from state to state due to curriculum, training, and boards of education the case boundaries naturally exist allowing this phenomenon to be examined within agricultural teachers in their individual classrooms located in the South Eastern United States.

Although this was a qualitative study both qualitative and quantitative data were collected. Data were collected sequentially. Priority was given to the qualitative data strands because the quantitative data was used to add a level of description to the study. Data that was collected sequentially occurred at different points of time and the data strands are separate (Creamer, 2018). Qualitative data were collected electronically in video format as well as from semi-structured phone interviews. The quantitative data were collected using the Torrance Tests of Creativity Thinking (TTCT) figural form.

Data analysis techniques will depend upon the type and source of the data. Data strands will be either analyzed side by side or merged (Creswell, 2014). The side by side analysis will
occur sequentially and with equal priority. The quantitative data collected from the TTCT was analyzed first followed by interview data that was then followed by the analysis of video data. The meta-inference emerged from merging all analysis as the researcher reviewed the data strands from all sources (Creamer, 2018). The meta-inference lead to answering the fifth and final research question that is examined the relationship of creativity level, identity, and behavior in an effort to produce best practices for teacher preparation programs and agricultural teacher professional development opportunities.

**Population and Sample**

The process of identifying the population began with the researcher developing a professional development workshop that focused on creativity in the agricultural education classroom. The researcher used Sternberg's creativity definition as the focus of the workshop. The workshop introduced the creativity constructs measured by Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). Lesson and activity examples were discussed and practiced by participants. Participants also completed the TTCT during the three-hour workshop. By strategically developing a creativity workshop the researcher was able to identify a sample with an interest in creativity and therefore leading to a purposeful sample of agricultural teachers that were also convenient.

The population for this study was identified as Agricultural educators in the South Eastern United States that had an interest in creativity in the classroom as well as attended the researcher’s creativity workshop in their respective states. All teachers in attendance of the workshops were invited to the study ($N = 21$). The sampling method utilized was convivence sampling because the study participants were the teachers in attendance of the workshop. This sampling method allows the researcher to identify study participants that are easily accessible
and available (Ary, et al., 2014). Four teachers \( (n = 4) \) returned the consent forms and completed phone interviews. The researcher anticipated the four participants to each submit three videos which allowed for 12 videos \( (N = 12) \) for analysis. Three of the four teachers submitted three videos each resulting in nine videos \( (n = 9) \) for creative behavior analysis. All four teachers also completed the TTCT figural form.

**Data Collection**

There are many creativity and creative thinking measures available for use. Some focus on motivation, the flexibility of thought, originality, and fluency. All of those attributes of creativity are found in Sternberg's (2004) definition of creativity as an act that is both novel and appropriate. Motivation and flexibility of thought are connected to the idea of production and may connect to the generations of ideas for a divergent thought and problem-solving. Originality is mirrored in the concept of novelty. In general, something is considered novel when it is unique and not typical. The remaining suggested component is fluency and is a measurable form of appropriate. Generally, things are appropriate with they make sense in the context they are being used. Creativity as a large item in itself is difficult to construct a measure for that is useful and valid.

The quantitative data strand for this study was collected independently and sequentially from all study participants. Each participant completed a figural form A of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). The instrument is divided into three sections and is timed by the researcher. Participants were given 10 minutes to complete each of the sections with a total time of 30 minutes to complete the entire instrument. This figural creativity test was scored by the researcher and its analysis was used to answer research question one. The researcher is trained and has been identified as a reliable scorer for the TTCT figural form. This data strand will be
collected first as a participant enters the study as part of a creativity workshop. The workshop was part of a teacher professional development opportunity during a conference. The timing for this collection is important to ensure an accurate score. The subsequent interactions between the research and participant will also be influenced while interpreting scores and providing feedback.

The semi-structured interviews were scheduled with each participant individually and at a time and that was convenient for both the participant and researcher. Each interview was audio recorded and lasted for 60 minutes. The recordings were transcribed verbatim and provided to the participant for member checking. The researcher used member checking to ensure the transcript captured the conversation correctly and represented the participant accurately (Rossman & Rallis, 2012). The researcher used Atlas.ti8 to code and identify themes that emerge from the interviews.

**Data Analysis**

The participant interviews were coded and the researcher identified themes in stages and adapted from the model suggested by Bryman (2008). During the first stage, the researcher observed the data as a whole by reading over interview transcripts and notes. From this review, the researcher identified the theme categorized and began to identify and define possible codes. The second stage included the researcher uploading the transcript data into Atlas.ti8. Once the text was uploaded into the software the researcher began to highlight passages of importance and identifying keywords and phrases. Stage three included the majority of the coding of key phrases shared by the participants. This stage also included the grouping of similar codes to limit repetition and the identification of any connections. The final stage is where the researcher interpreted the meanings of the codes and constructed themes that supported the previously identified categories identified by the existing literature.
The video data was analyzed using Noldus Observer software. This software allows the researcher to code the participant submitted videos with identified codes developed by the researcher from the TTCT scoring rubric. The researcher viewed videos and documented when a creative behavior started and stopped. From these codes, behavior examples were identified to assist with the operationalization of creative behaviors. These themes were explained and supported by video description and researcher observation. The behaviors were documented to demonstrate the number of occurrences and duration of individual behaviors. The researcher can use the findings from this study to develop materials and teacher professional development training to further build and foster creativity in the classroom by developing these behaviors in preservice and experienced teachers.

The TTCT uses fluency and originality to measure all examples of creativity; therefore, the TTCT scoring constructs reflect appropriate and novel respectively. Fluency is defined by the TTCT scoring guide as the ability to fit within the rules of the prompt. For the purpose of this study, the researcher defined fluency as behavior that is part of instructional practice that fits within agricultural education. As with fluency, the TTCT operationalizes originality as any response that is not typical. The researcher also included the following codes: emotion, storytelling, movement, humor, colorfulness, and fantasy.

The TTCT scoring rubric and scoring guide were used as a description of the behavior the researcher identified. Emotion is explained as figures that display feelings; therefore, the researcher identified emotional behaviors as those teacher behaviors that show and depict emotion. Storytelling behavior is described as responses that tell an entire story to the viewer; therefore, the researcher identified teacher behavior as storytelling when the behavior went beyond the surface level and involved a more in-depth explanation or connection with student
experiences. Movement is one construct that is a bit more difficult because it is not the physical movement that occurs in our physical world such as walking, but is defined and recognized as a movement that is depicted in the figure to indicate motion. Therefore, the researcher identified movement behaviors as those teacher behaviors that utilized movement in an explanation or instructional activity not merely moving around the classroom or using gestures when lecturing. The TTCT scoring guide identifies humor as age appropriate jovial response that evokes laughter; therefore, the researcher identified humorous behaviors as instructional techniques that were intended to be humorous. Colorfulness is described as responses that are rich with detail and stick in the mind for easy recall; therefore, the researcher identified participant behavior as colorful when the action was detailed and stood out as something easily remembered. The final code identified is fantasy and is recognized as a response that sparks and uses the imagination. The researcher recognized fantasy behavior as instructional practices that used the imagination as well as connected to fictional characters.

**Results and Findings**

**Participant Descriptions**

The researcher used both quantitative and qualitative data strands to develop participant descriptions. Constructs of creativity, identified and measured using the TTCT, were used to describe the participants' creativity level including strengths and weaknesses. During the interview, participants were asked for their years of experience and what led them to be agricultural educators. The video data collected also contributed to describing the classrooms and laboratories that the participants used for instruction and classroom management.

Avery has been teaching agriculture for 24 years. Avery entered into the field of agricultural education by accident. Avery has a bachelor's degree in agricultural sciences, and
both parents were agricultural educators. Avery wanted a job in the field of agriculture and fell into an open teaching position where the administration felt confident, Avery could be successful in the position. Avery’s former agricultural teachers came together to offer guidance and support. Avery now feels comfortable in her career. However, Avery did note that if another opportunity came along that sounded interesting, there would possibly be a career change. Avery completed the TTCT and has a moderate creativity level. Avery falls into the 90th national percentile in fluency and in the 80th national percentile in originality. Both fluency and originality are the strengths of Avery's creativity. Elaboration or addition of details and is Avery's weakest area of creativity. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Avery's strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, the expressiveness of titles, and humor. Avery did not submit any video data for this study although a consent form was signed and returned to the researcher. Avery did complete a phone interview.

Cameron has been teaching middle school agriculture for 31 years. Cameron credits the experience in agricultural education and FFA during middle and high school as what led to becoming an agricultural educator. Cameron completed the TTCT and was identified to have a low level of creativity. Cameron scored in the 97th national percentile in fluency. Cameron's largest area for growth, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Cameron's strengths are found in, the expressiveness of titles, extending boundaries, and colorfulness. Cameron's interview responses were very concise and to the point and very clearly conveyed love and dedication to agriculture education.

Cameron submitted three videos for a total of 86 minutes of recording time. Cameron selected two lessons from sixth grade and one lesson for seventh grade. The first sixth-grade class video was filmed in a shop that had both a classroom with organized desks in rows and a
work area with separate workbenches. This sixth-grade video was analyzed first and it included a lecture on agriculture safety as students completed their safety agreements. After the lecture the video cut and went to film the hands-on demonstration of how to use a sander and then the students starting their woodworking projects by starting the sanding process.

The second sixth-grade video was analyzed next. This video was filmed in a traditional classroom with many examples of works posted on the walls as well as FFA chapter achievements. The ceiling also had examples of agriculture suspended. The student desks were organized in groups. The class topic was international agriculture. The format of this class included a lecture led by the instructor that included input and discussion from students. Student independent work followed the lecture. Students were asked to identify three countries and then identify three crops and three animals that are special to each country as well as three fact for each country.

The third and final video submitted by Cameron was of seventh-grade agriculture. This video also took place in the classroom and consisted of a lecture period including student discussion followed by a group project. The topic for this class was land management and environmental practices. The assignment was for the groups to develop a section of land that included a pond to become a town.

Dakota is an excited first-year teacher that has completed about six months of teaching middle school agriculture at the time the study began. Dakota was enrolled in agriculture education courses in high school and was a State FFA officer. Dakota did not originally think of a future working in a classroom, but after spending a year facilitating leadership workshops for FFA members during time as a state officer, Dakota decided to become an agricultural educator. Dakota completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national
percentile. Dakota scored above the 90th national percentile in both fluency and originality. Dakota's creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, are abstract of title and elaboration. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Dakota's strengths are found in emotional expression, storytelling, movement, the expressiveness of titles, synthesis of lines, extending boundaries, and colorfulness. Dakota self-selected to enter the study by attending a workshop on creativity that was offered as part of a leadership conference. During the interview, Dakota shared that time is spent talking with the art teacher at school about creativity and what it means to be creative. Dakota shared the frustration that participation in paint night fundraisers is low because people feel that they are not creative enough to participate.

Dakota submitted three videos for a total of 84 minutes of recorded time. Based on the video it is uncertain which grade levels Dakota selected to share but the topics were prevalent in the videos. Dakota’s videos all took place in a traditional agriculture classroom with decorations and motivational posters displayed. There were not any visible FFA awards, but Dakota did have an FFA jacket on display. The students were seated in desks organized in rows. All three videos captured Dakota providing a lecture to the students. Dakota teaches on a block schedule so her videos naturally cut when it was time to break for restrooms and transition to another task.

The first two videos analyzed covered the topic of the upcoming fruit sale. Dakota used a PowerPoint that had images of the order forms that each student had at their desk. As Dakota went over the form, Dakota filled in the sections of the forms to model the behavior for students as well as provide the correct spelling. The lecture was interactive in that the students were filling out a form as Dakota did on the whiteboard. Dakota then set up examples of scenarios of the types of possible customers the student might interact with or should approach. It can be noted that Dakota’s room is not equipped with a smart board, but did have the projection onto the
white dry erase board and wrote on the slides that way and erased as the presentation transitioned to the next slide. The final video of Dakota’s that was analyzed was an FFA history lecture. Students had a notes sheet that they filled in as Dakota presented the information. There were two integrated videos into the PowerPoint that showcased the creed and the FFA jacket.

**Emery** is in the 18th year of teaching. Emery credits experiences in 4-H, prior to enrolment in agricultural courses, combined with experiences in agricultural courses with leading to become an agricultural educator. Emery completed the TTCT and has a high level of creativity scoring in the 92nd national percentile. Emery scored in the 99th national percentile in fluency, and in the 93rd national percentile in originality. Emery's creative weaknesses, as identified by the TTCT, is elaboration. Within the TTCT's creative checklist Emery's strengths are found in emotional expression, movement, and expressiveness of titles.

Emery submitted three videos with a total recording time of 24 minutes. The class that Emery recorded appeared to be an upper-level high school class enrolled in the food science pathway. The videos were set in both the lab and the traditional agriculture classroom. The classroom was decorated colorfully and had student FFA achievements posted. Students were seated in desks and desks were organized into rows. In the lab, students were working in groups spread around the area at work stations.

The first video analyzed had very little teacher instruction it was clear this was an upper-level course in the middle of the year because the students appeared to know the routine and did not ask many questions. They were preparing various recipes to share with the class. In video two the food science class takes place in the classroom where students were asked to complete a blind taste comparison. Emery asked the students to use their senses to compare and contrast the two food items. After a discussion, the students were then asked to generate ideas for food
products that may also fall into the categories that have similar ingredients. The third and final video was of student work. During this third video, there is no teacher-led instruction.

**Torrance Test of Creative Thinking Results**

Table 5-1 includes the national percentile scores for each of the participants in the five constructs of creativity measured using the TTCT which are: fluency (F), originality (O), elaboration (E), abstract of titles (AT), and resistance to closure (C). Scores are also reported for the creativity checklist. The overall creativity index is the creativity level of the participant. The creativity index scores are shown as a national percentile. For the purposes of this study, the researcher identified scores as high, moderate, and low based on score ranges. Scores that are identified as high are found in a range of 80-100. Moderate scores are in a range from 50-79, and scores are identified as low in the range of 0-49.

Table 5-4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Name</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Checklist</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avery</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2 contains the score from the TTCT creativity checklist that is used on the figural form of the test. The checklist works as a bonus system to further describe the participants' creative behavior. The checklist items selected for analysis are movement, emotion, storytelling, humor, fantasy, and colorfulness. Each construct can be scored on a scale of zero to two. When the behavior appears more than twice a score of one is awarded. Behaviors that appear more than three times receive a score of two. All participants that submitted videos were identified to have...
both movement and emotion as strengths. Fantasy appeared to be the weakness of all participants with videos submitted.

Table 5-5
Participant Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking Creativity Checklist Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creativity Checklist</th>
<th>Avery</th>
<th>Cameron</th>
<th>Dakota</th>
<th>Emery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creative Identity Emergent Themes

Creativity Defined

SI assumes that individuals collectively define terms by using social interactions and ques. This assumption reinforces that participants in the study formed a definition of creativity. The interview data revealed the following collective definition of creativity in the context of the agricultural classroom.

**Theme: Creativity is defined as problem-solving, adaptability and is just teaching.**

Teachers identified and described creativity as problem-solving. Participants recognized that creativity is recognized as problem-solving for the teacher because of the need to determine which teaching methods and lesson structure can best meet the needs of the students. Participants also agreed that creativity in the form of problem-solving is exhibited by students as students work to complete various assignments. Just as important as problem-solving was the ability of an agricultural teacher to adapt to class dynamics or daily tasks take require creativity.

Dakota shared that typically creativity is discussed in an "artistic way," but continued to share that "creativity is more about adapting to your situations. The situations develop from working with a diverse group of learners that have different needs. Dakota explained connected
that the problem being solved is how to engage a variety of students and the solution is made possible by creativity enabling the skill of adaptability. Emery shared that "creativity is a person being able to create things and express yourself in different ways." Emery's use of expressing oneself in different ways is similar to the adaptability described by Dakota when needing to utilize creativity to develop lesson plans and class activities that can engage a diverse classroom.

One agricultural teacher explained creativity as "madness" (Avery). Avery continued to explain that creativity is elaborating on concepts during instruction or the ability "to take something and turn it into something else, seeing things outside of the box more or less." Cameron shared that "creativity has to do with solving problems and findings solutions to things that present themselves in your classroom." Dakota equated creativity to the ability to come "up with new and innovative ideas to come to a solution whether that is what art supplies or whether that's with people skills and communication or just simply problem-solving." Emery defined "creativity as thinking outside the box."

Just as important as problem-solving is the ability of an agricultural teacher to adapt to class dynamics or daily tasks require creativity. Dakota shared that typically creativity is discussed in an "artistic way," but continued to share that "creativity is more about adapting to your situations. This statement made by Dakota demonstrates the form that creativity takes in the classroom is adaptability, so creativity is used to add variety and flexibility into classroom and instructional methods. Emery shared that "creativity is a person being able to create things and express yourself in different ways."

As teachers thought about what creativity is and how to define it Avery simply stated that "I think I see it just like teaching." Emery shared that the "idea of creativity is so that it is not the same boring thing all of the time." Cameron added that sometimes "creativity may just be
confused with working a little harder on something to make it happen." Avery also shared that "I think that [creativity] is kind of what we do." These ideas presented by these teachers supports that creativity is a part of the daily skills needed to be a teacher.

The “Looking Glass Self”

This category of themes was identified by the researcher as to how teachers view their creative identity from the point of view of either students, administrators, or peers. This category also includes the teachers' view of themselves as creative or not. The themes are organized into three categories the viewpoint from the student looking glass, the administrative and peer looking glass, and finally their individual view of their own creativity.

These three themes emerged from teacher statements made in response to being asked first if a student or administrator viewed them as creative. Once a response was given then a follow-up question asking the participant to explain how they knew this or to give of example of something that supports what they feel they see in the looking glass. Participants shared stores of past interaction between themselves and a student as well as described interactions with peers or administrators. Several times participants reflected back to their own individual experiences from their past as a student enrolled in an agricultural education course to understand their interaction as a teacher with a student.

Theme: Teachers know their students view them as creative because of action.

Teachers reported that their students behave a certain way or take action because they recognize the creativity of their instructor. Avery said, "do I dare say yes? Because I am always silly, they never know what to expect." Avery continues with "they [students] come in and they want to share ideas with me." Dakota said that "I would hope so." Dakota continued by sharing a story of a student coming to her for help with a project which led Dakota to share "I thought you know if
I were a student who would I ask and I am like well I'd ask my ag teacher, mostly because if they don't have what you need they can often time figure out a way to get them something similar." Dakota finished the story with "we got him what he needed and it made me feel good about it, so, yeah." From the interaction described by Dakota combined with the reflection of personal past experience as a student action is seen as an indicator of a student viewing their teacher as creative.

Emery said that the upperclassmen feel Emery is creative whereas the freshman or first-year students may not. "I think more upperclassmen probably do because that is where we tend to get to have more fun hands-on activity…my freshmen right now, probably not as much" (Emery). Emery explained this based on the type of engagement and the lesson structure utilized during instruction. Emery’s comments suggested that advanced classes work more independently; therefore, utilizing more creativity and variety in instruction. The activity level of the student suggests engagement which then allows Emery to feel the independently engaged upperclassmen view Emery as creative.

Theme: Teachers know their administrators and peers view them as creative because of words of affirmation. For teachers to recognize that peers and administrators view them as creative they must hear directly from them or infer from conversations. One teacher shared that "probably so, I've heard them say things" (Cameron). Cameron is clearly able to understand how an administrator view Cameron as creative because of statements that clearly included creativity. Dakota shared joyfully that "yes (laughing) they make a lot of comments about my ideas or enthusiasm to try different things." Dakota like Cameron also utilized direct comments to understand the views of creativity from peers and administrators. Emery also shared that "yes…I've had some other teachers that will come to me and try to get ideas on how
to make things different, how to create things." Emery also shared that with "limited conversations with the administration they view hand on activities as creative because not everyone gets to have that, so I would think yes." Although three of the four teachers shared that their administrators do see them as creative Avery said "probably not…because they don't get to see that side of me…because I am standoffish." Even though Avery feels as though administrators do not view creativity form interactions it is clear that Avery would need to hear clear statements in regards to creative ability and output to feel administrators and peers view Avery as creative.

**Theme: Teachers view themselves as creative.** All of the teachers said that they did view themselves as creative overall, but shared that the opportunity for them to use their creativity is not always present. Avery said that “sometimes I do…but it depends on the day… I am silly…and I elaborate on things." The idea of elaboration connects Avery's statement to the TTCT. Elaboration is one of the constructs used to calculate the creativity level of an individual. Cameron feels creative because "in some ways…I don't have like artistic talent but I have the ability to you know to visualize what I want to do or see where I want to go it [creativity] is just finding the method to get there." The visualization that Cameron is including in her explanation of creativity and connecting problem-solving. Cameron relies on creativity to approach problems in the form of visualization and the success experienced reinforced the feeling creative. Dakota says "yes…I want to do more and I want to do something different from what has been done before. Just as Avery mentioned elaboration that is what Dakota is also using to identify as creative. Dakota wants to move tasks beyond what is currently or has been done and continue to develop them into something different. This need to move projects further is not only associated with elaboration but connects to the concept of originality, the need to be novel. Finally, Emery
shared that "I do, personally I love doing creative things like making jewelry and you know doing crafts and different things like that, and I try to bring some of that aspect into the classroom." Emery's explanation is not as similar as the others because a traditional view of creativity combining leaning on Emery's artistic talent, but this statement is also connected to originality just as Dakota's was.

**Display of Creativity and Role**

This category of themes was identified by the researcher as to how teachers view their creative identify role in the classroom as well as how their creativity manifests in the classroom as student-focused and the types of instructional or organizational methods used.

**Theme: Creativity leads to student-focused instruction in lesson planning.** Study participants collectively agreed that their creative identity led to student-focused instruction. Participants credited creativity with promoting increased student engagement because of the student-centered instructional methods used. Avery said that the creativity utilized was "definitely student-focused" because "if they [students] come up with some wild idea and it is not too farfetched and I don't think I'm going to get thrown under the bur for it we do it." Avery described clearly that student focus means student choice and that students lead the educational charge in the development of assignments and other related instructional tasks. Cameron said that "I would hope it [creativity] would be student-focused" because "…students chose the way they would like to present something." Again, a common idea that creativity leads to student choice and that when students have a choice the focus of teacher creativity manifests as student-focused instruction. Dakota concluded that currently in the program is "seeing a lot more sort of 50-50 right now and sometimes more student-led because they are getting the freedom to come up with their own projects." Dakota's statement also supports the idea that choice fosters the
ability for teacher creativity to foster student-focused instruction. Emery said "I try to make it more student-focused", but sometimes "I feel like it is kind of forced from the teacher to make them be creative at times." Emery agrees that student-focus is the goal, but acknowledges the difficulty with students at times to have them take the lead in making choices that support a learning environment that is conducive to student-focused learning.

**Theme: The teacher functions as a mentor and a motivator to promote and practice creativity.** All four participants shared that the majority of the time their creative role as the agricultural teacher is to act as a mentor to motivate and push students to engage in creativity in the classroom when approaching various units of study and assignments. Avery said that the role is as “the guide…the mentor” because “if they are having a struggle, I’ll give them suggestions, so yes, I guess a mentor.” Cameron describes the role as “to help them [students] organize information in their mind or help them remember things." The task of helping students is connected to a mentor because Cameron is working to assist students with the task of organizing information as well as how to approach tasks. This type of assistance is similar to modeling behaviors that are then mimicked. Mentors may model behavior for mentees to imitate. Dakota describes her role to promote creativity in that the role is to provide "…the factual information…and the tools to know what it is why." Mentors often provide their mentees with tools and information to assist them in future scenarios. Emery said that at times "it is kind of forced from the teacher to make them be creative", but "I would think that my role is to inspire students to use their own creativity to make things happen." The relationships that mentors build with mentees on a level can be inspirational.

**Theme: The teacher’s role is to use creativity to increase student engagement.** Because all of the participants view their focus as student-centered, they also agreed that their
role is to also increase student engagement and much of that is found in a teacher’s ability to adapt creatively and diversify instruction as mentioned in their collective definition of creativity. Emery said that “a lot of times I try to think with like inquiry-based ideas and try to give them something that we may or may not have a set right or wrong answer to, and so trying to get them to think on their own to problem solve.” Emery is describing how creativity is used to develop students’ ability to engage with course materials in the form of questions. Dakota says creativity is used in designing “a lesson to engage the students more or to get the student more interests in what we are learning…they want to learn more, so when they do it makes me feel like I am doing my job.” Purposefully designing a lesson to engage students and to encourage students to explore topics and ask to learn more is supported by Dakota’s creativity. Dakota also shared that “any lesson that you can give with multiple ways for students to receive it is going to be the most creative or adaptive lesson that you can give.” This concept shared by Dakota indicates the need to plan a lesson in a variety of ways to engage diverse learners. Cameron shared that "I think this is a critical part of our ability to teach because if you have to think of so many different ways to present things to kids to get them engaged." Cameron identifies creativity as a critical component of a skill set for an educator to develop a variety of instructional practices to ensure learners are being engaged.

**Influences on Creativity**

Participants were asked what or who helped to share their creativity. Participants share that their influences ranged from professional instructors, time and experience, as well as participating in various professional development opportunities.

**Theme: Creativity is influenced by mentors in professor and administrative roles.**

Participants said they have had administrators that promoted creativity as well as professors that
encouraged them to think nontraditionally. Avery says administration supports teacher creativity because “our principal has pushed this Teach Like a Pirate book and it's the whole idea of taking things out of the box.” By administrators clearly supporting creativity by encouraging book studies or offering professional development opportunities conveys the important role creativity has in the classroom to the educators they work with as well as develops the creativity of their teachers. Dakota said, "one of my biggest mentors is my co-teacher." Dakota continued the list of mentors by including that "…surrounded by other ag teachers as far as mentorship and I've been getting a lot of help from those who have been in it for their whole lives." Dakota acknowledges that the interactions with various people influences creativity. Emery said, "on a personal level my mom is probably my biggest influence." Emery reminds that not all influences have a professional compacity, but that people in which relationships are developed with to influence creativity. This observation shared by Emery does not directly identify an influence from administration or professors but allows the acknowledgment and role that casual or non-professional influences have on creative development.

**Theme: Creativity is influenced by experience in and outside of the classroom.** Some participants shared that their experiences with other agricultural teachers as well other teachers helped to shape their individual views of creativity as well as how they use creativity in the classroom. One participant also credits creativity to experiences not related to agriculture education. Both of Avery's parents were agricultural teachers and said that "maybe my dad, I remember him being silly as a teacher." Avery's memory recalling the behavior of a previous teacher shaped Avery's individual view and practice of creativity. Avery also shared "I've seen a lot of really cool things from other teachers and I think wow I wish I could do that…I beg borrow and steal a lot of creativeness." Avery shared the technique of using the methods and
ideas of other teachers may decrease originality, but does support the construct of fluency in the
support of appropriateness. Cameron has taught for 31 years and says that teaching experience
shapes creativity "because no two days are the same (laughter) or not two classes are the same,
so you have to constantly be thinking of new things you can do." Unlike Avery, Cameron does
not rely on other teachers to support the development of fluency but rather personal experience
from 31 years of teaching experience. Dakota shared that "I think it [creative identity] has just
sort of been molded by people as you meet them." Dakota continued by saying "getting exposed
to people doing different things, and traveling, and getting to see how different parts of the world
do stuff" influenced her creativity. Dakota did not clearly state the same idea as Avery of using
ideas and methods from other teachers but does support the importance of experiences. By
having experiences Dakota can develop fluency and originality. Emery shared that "having more
women in ag education than previous…there has been a lot more shared creativity and creative
ideas through different social media platforms." Emery suggests that gender may have a role in
creativity and more specifically how creativity is influenced because of a change in gender
concentration in the profession of agricultural education because of a variety of social
interactions.

Theme: Creativity is influenced by professional development. One participant shared
that it is important and credit creativity with participation in various professional development
courses (Emery). Dakota said that when "I go to conferences and things" it sparks an interest to
try various things. This exposure to research and techniques supports creativity development in
fostering a feeling of creative identity. Just as Emery shared a personal influence, Emery also
identified a professional influence as "some of the training I've attended not necessarily a set
person, but some of the training with project-based learning and the Dupont Agri science
inquiry-based." This is an encouraging statement for professional development, but Emery says it does not matter who is delivering the content just that the content is being delivered. Emery's stamen suggests the importance to not only continue to offer professional development but to also encourage agricultural teachers to actively seek out and participate in professional development.

**Barriers to Creativity**

This category of themes was identified by the researcher to identify barriers that either restrict or prevent a teacher’s creativity. Barriers were not an initial piece, but did emerge during interviews in the form of follow-up questions, and was a clear part of the analysis.

**Theme: Personal individual deficits form barriers to creativity.** Teachers shared that there are individual characteristics or personality traits that they must overcome to be and feel more creative. Avery shared that the feeling of creativity depends on the level of comfort. "It is probably my comfort zone. If I am more comfortable with the situation, I am probably more creative than if I am, um not as comfortable" (Avery). Avery continued to share that "I think that I have, um, some learning disabilities that in a group where I can't process things as quickly as maybe other in the group, I just kind of stand back, I think that is probably why." The vulnerability that Avery experience inhibits the manifestation of the overall identity of being creative. Avery had previously said that sometimes the identity of creativity is present, but further exploration of the response gleaned the idea that Avery's comfort level influence creativity and is a barrier that is difficult to overcome because of learning disabilities.

**Theme: Components of the educational system act as barriers to creativity.** Teachers shared that there are educational systemic barriers that make creativity difficult and those are time, resources, curriculum, and testing. Dakota said that often her creativity is dependent on
“how much time do I have to dedicate.” Dakota shared that if time is limited or not available then creativity is less utilized. Emery echoed Dakota’s comment about time by sharing “a lot of times creativity may take longer for an activity.” Time may not influence the lesson development as mentioned by Dakota, but the actual delivery of the lesson as explained by Emery. Dakota also said that “it is frustrating without the right resources it also hinders your ability to be more creative.” Dakota acknowledges the important role that resources have within the support of creative lesson development. Resources could be money or time. In regards to curriculum Emery said that “the level of standards in line our introduction foundations class, is, um, there are a lot more standards to be covered and I think it limits the creativity for some of it versus in the upper division classes where they get to create and plan a little bit more, I think it opens it up for more.” Emery shared that “I feel we’ve made a circle back around that we’re having more standardized tests and more testing involved and a lot of that cuts into the creativity.”

**Creative Behavior**

The creative behaviors are displayed in table 5-3 and reported as both behavior occurrences and durations for each participant. The data is not reported for the purposes of this study by video but rather a total by case. Each case included three videos submitted by participants. Table 5-3 contains the data that documents the number of occurrences for each creative behavior as performed by the teacher. The table indicates that all teachers exhibited one occurrence of Fluency and that was that all video data was fluent and the video did showcase an agricultural classroom during instruction. Table 5-3 also shows that storytelling has the most occurrences when compared to all other creative behaviors. The behavior that is demonstrated the least is originality because there is a lack of instructional behaviors to accurately determine
what behavior is original. If originality is removed the behavior with the fewest occurrences is humor.

The table 5-3 also includes the duration for each behavior. The durations also identify how long the behaviors last. The durations observed indicated that the majority of instructional time is used for storytelling although fluency has the longest duration. It is important to remember that fluency is used as a gatekeeper and must be present for all other behaviors to be measured and present. Humor is measured to have the lowest duration after removing originality from the behavior constructs intended for measurement.

**Table 5-6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative Behavior Occurrences and Durations by Participant</th>
<th>Cameron’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Dakota’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Emery’s Occurrences</th>
<th>Cameron’s Duration</th>
<th>Dakota’s Duration</th>
<th>Emery’s Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86:16.0</td>
<td>84:60.0</td>
<td>24:51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07:07.4</td>
<td>05:01.5</td>
<td>00:35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>03:04.4</td>
<td>00:47.5</td>
<td>00:13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15:56.8</td>
<td>16:43.5</td>
<td>01:41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:24.0</td>
<td>00:48.0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04:40.4</td>
<td>13:31.3</td>
<td>00:08.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01:35.8</td>
<td>01:28.0</td>
<td>01:31.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: time is reported in the format of mm:ss.0

**Behavior Explanations and Examples**

**Fluency and Originality**

Fluency and originality are grouped together by the researcher because both of these constructs represent the definition of creativity used by the researcher. Fluency is used to represent appropriate and originality represents novel. The TTCT uses fluency as a gatekeeper score meaning that if an answer is not fluent then it cannot be scored. All participants demonstrated fluency because all lessons or activities were appropriate for an agricultural
education class. Fluency occurrences are low and duration is longer because for the behavior to be present the teacher must have been fluent since fluency is used as a gatekeeper score. The topics and activities were age appropriate and appeared to meet the standards for the courses that were being taught. As shown in table 4-2 no participant demonstrated originality. At this time there is not enough previous research in agricultural teacher creative behavior to confidently report or measure this behavior.

Movement

Movement, as defined by the TTCT for scoring purposes, requires the figures to show some type of movement such as lines indicating a car or something is in motion. For the purposes of this study, the researcher found that movement was part of the instruction. Not that the teacher moved around the classroom but used movement to transfer meaning during instruction. For example, Cameron demonstrated the technique for putting away a cord for a hand sander. Dakota also used movement to demonstrate where on a sales form a student would record a customer's phone number or order quantity. Other movement included hand gestures to add emphasis or direct attention to certain items that were related to the instruction or class topic. Movement often occurred in short bursts and as a part of storytelling.

Storytelling

Storytelling appears in the TTCT checklist of creativity and for the purposes of scoring is recognized as a picture that is drawn tells a complete story. Meaning the drawing goes beyond what it actually is. In this study, the researcher identified storytelling as the teacher going beyond giving information but personalizing the information to tell a story. Dakota exhibited this behavior while encouraging students to participate in the fruit sale by telling of participating as a student. Dakota’s story also included a sales technique as well as suggestions for potential
customers. Cameron also used storytelling to share the importance of the safety agreement and the difference between a safety agreement and a safety test, which the seventh and eighth graders are required to take before working in the shop. Emery used storytelling to elaborate on the problems that occur because food packaging may appear to have the same ingredients yet the tastes are different.

**Emotion**

For scoring purposes, the TTCT identifies drawings that show emotion that either physically depicts emotion like a smiling face or evoke the emotion of the viewer. For this analysis, the researcher identified emotion when the teacher would show emotion in an effort to add excitement to a topic to promote engagement. Emotion was also identified when teachers would use words to show emotion like "great" or "good." Lastly, emotion was identified by the researcher as to when a teacher made an effort to evoke the emotions of their students.

Emotion occurred on its own often when Dakota used words like "great" or "good." However, once emotion was seen as promoting excitement or engagement to evoke emotions from the students it occurred during storytelling. Cameron demonstrated emotion while sharing information about agriculture around the world. During this international agriculture lesson, Cameron showed pictures and shared stories or current events. Emery used emotion to emphasize food allergies and product ingredients. It is important to note that the behavior of emotion did not last the entirety of the storytelling behavior, but it was a recognizable component that was identified and measured.

**Humor**

The behavior of humor is dependent on the audience and individual scoring. Humor is often dependent on the age of the participant. For this study humor was identified both from the
lens of the researcher as well as from the feedback from student laughter as captured in the video. Humor appeared either as sarcasm or a joke. All of the humor used and measured as part of the instruction and not separate from and appeared to be used to keep the students focused or to regain focus.

Cameron used sarcasm as humor and it appeared to not be understood by the students. Dakota’s humor was received by the students and it allowed for students to continue the conversation by asking questions or posing scenarios to their instructor. Emery did not exhibit humor in the videos provided but may have eventually in other classes or unit topics.

**Colorfulness**

When scoring the TTCT colorfulness is given points when a drawing is not in color but recalls memories or leaves a lasting impression. The image that is depicted is clear and you can see what the participant was attempting to share with you. The video data did not address the colors used in the classroom although it can be noted that all of the classrooms were colorful. For the purposes of this analysis, colorfulness was identified during periods of instruction where a mental picture could be created from the description the teacher was sharing. The majority of the time colorfulness appears as part of a storytelling behavior and not an independent creative behavior.

Dakota used colorfulness to add detail and elaboration to stories. Cameron added anecdotes to assist with further understanding and engagement. Cameron after introducing a tool added in when the student would use the tool next. Emery added colorfulness to the stories by being sure to include descriptors of the sour and the sweet food as well as examples of when ingredient lists become important as well as how some ingredient lists are not accurate.
Fantasy

The TTCT scoring guide identifies fantasy as mystical creatures or products of imagination like a talking dog or a fairy. Whereas for this study the researcher identify fantasy and posing "what if" or "imagine" scenarios within the instruction to allow for students to practice or generate ideas on a presented topic. These fantasy discussions provide time for the student to think and apply what knowledge has just been presented. It is important to note that fantasy was typically part of storytelling and at times continued for the same length of time as the story. It is also important to note that fantasy time was not recorded when students used fantasy as a response to their instructor.

Emery asked students what if someone had a food allergy and the ingredient was not listed. Dakota staged scenarios to assist students with understanding how to complete order forms for the upcoming fundraiser. Emery also used what-if scenarios to describe the awards system associated with the fundraiser. Cameron used what-if scenarios to support tool safety as well as understanding the application of agricultural inventions and land management.

Discussion and Conclusion of Research Questions

Research Question #1

The first research question was to identify the teacher's creativity level and required the use of quantitative data collected from the TTCT to identify the teacher creativity level. The levels and creativity descriptions are shown in Table 5-1. Two of the participants were identified as highly creative mostly as the result of their fluency and originality scores. These two participants also scored the highest on elaboration and resistance to closure as compared to the other participants. One participant was identified as moderately creative. This participant's strengths were identified as fluency and originality as well but appeared to need support with the
development of elaboration. The fourth participant scored at a low level of creativity but demonstrated strength in fluency just as the other three participants.

These results identify this group of agricultural teachers as having a high ability to determine ideas that are appropriate for a given situation. These scores also demonstrate a need for further development of all constructs of creativity with the exception of fluency and originality. It is concluded that agricultural teachers general can identify creative solutions based on both fluency and originality, but require skill development for elaboration, the abstractness of titles, and resistance to closure.

**Research Question #2**

The second research question asked, how do teachers describe what creativity means to them as well as their own creative identity? The qualitative analysis from the teacher interviews satisfied this question. The following themes were identified to answer the question how do teachers describe what creativity means to them: 1) creativity defined as problem-solving for both the teacher and the student; 2) creativity defined as variety and adaptability; 3) creativity is just teaching and not boring. By developing these themes, a general definition of creativity that represents this group of agricultural teachers is that; creativity is simply teaching to not be boring while adapting to situations as well as practicing problem-solving for both the teacher and the student.

The second part of this research question focuses on how teachers described their identity. Despite creativity scores, all teachers felt they were creative and the theme that teachers view themselves as creative emerged from the data. Because these agricultural teachers view themselves are creative it is concluded that teacher identities are multidimensional as suggested
by (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011) and include creativity. Therefore, this specific part of the identity can be developed as well. Teachers felt creative despite what their actual creative level was.

**Research Question #3**

As Lave (1996) implies learning is situated in social interactions. Bandura (1971) supports this with the idea that we learn from our social interactions. The third research question asks, how do teachers develop their creative self-concept from their interactions in a social learning environment and creativity level? This is supported by SI by using the “looking glass” principle to determine how others view us. The following themes emerged from the qualitative data: 1) teachers know their students view them as creative because of action; 2) teachers know their administrators and peers view them as creative because of words of affirmation.

These themes support the idea that the opinions of those who have power or seem important mean more (Krutilla & Benson, 1990). This does not suggest that the researcher thinks the teachers think students are less important just that it takes less justification to know that a student views them as creative and is often inferred from student actions; whereas, for a teacher to know or feel creative because of an administrator or peer they must hear words of affirmation. Their supervisors and peers must say things like “you’re creative” or “that is a creative idea.” Although the research question anticipated a relationship between creativity level and creative identity the researcher did not find a relationship. The formation of the creative identity of these teachers was facilitated based on their experiences and interactions with students, administrators, and peers.

**Research Question #4**

The fourth research question comes from the video analysis with the TTCT identifying the eight creative behaviors. The fourth research question was, how do teachers display creativity
in the classroom during instruction? While the video data is difficult to generalize, because of the
time and instructional difference, four behaviors were identified as the most used creative
behaviors for an agricultural teacher. All three teachers demonstrated that storytelling is the most
prominent creative behavior used in an agricultural classroom closely followed by movement.
Given the type of hands-on curriculum found in agricultural classrooms, these two creative
behaviors fit well in methods of instruction. The other two creative behaviors were not strengths
for all three teachers but were for at least two of the teachers. These behaviors are fantasy and
colorfulness. The researcher concluded that agricultural teachers utilize a variety of creative
behaviors. However, the ones that occur most frequently are storytelling, movement, fantasy, and
colorfulness.

**Research Question #5**

The final research questioned asked the researcher to examine the relationship between a
teacher's creativity level and the type of classroom instruction they utilize. At this time the
researcher cannot identify a significant relationship between creative ability and creative
behavior displayed during instruction. The researcher anticipated Cameron to exhibit few
creativity behaviors because her creativity level was identified as low, however, Cameron's
creative behavior was as frequent as an agricultural teacher identified as highly creative that also
taught middle school. The TTCT is designed to measure both verbal and figural creativity. This
study only used the figural form. The researcher has concluded that Cameron might score a
higher level of creativity if the verbal form of The TTCT was used to measure creativity level.

**Recommendations**

This study was designed for the purposes of gaining more insight and adding to the
literature on the role that creativity plays in agricultural education both in the form of creative
identity and creative instructional behaviors. The recommendations from this study support the call from the research priority area five of the *American Association for Agricultural Education National Research Agenda 2016-2018* (Thoron, Myers, Barrick, 2016). This research priority area focuses on research that supports the development of efficient and effective agricultural education programs (Thoron et Al., 2016). Table 5-4 includes the recommendations as presented for this study for teacher preparation programs and professional development.

Table 5-7
Study Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus of Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Preparation</td>
<td>The inclusion of creativity and creative behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The inclusion of identity development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of creativity terms (words of affirmation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student video analysis for creative behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Development</td>
<td>Continued identity development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To include social media and the generation and sharing of creative ideas by teachers and not by instructional faculty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Teacher Preparation Programs**

The teachers reported that creativity is just teaching; therefore, the researcher recommends the inclusion of creativity and creative behaviors into the teacher preparation programs. Thoron et Al (2016) identify the need for teacher preparation to include personal and employability skill, and the data shared from the teachers support creativity as being one of those skills needed for employment.
The researcher recommends identity development be included in teacher preparation programs. Identity is used to set goals and identify paths to achieve those goals as well as make day to day decision on what role to fulfill or behavior to exhibit (Hahl & Mickulec, 2018). By including identity development early in the teacher's career time can be given for the identity to fully form. Teacher preparation programs and instructors should use creativity terms since instructors can appear to students as authority figures. Emery mentioned having a professor during teacher preparation that encouraged creativity and teaching outside of the box. Avery mentioned the use of a book called *Teach Like a Pirate*. Integration of creative texts into teacher preparation can facilitate and promote creative thoughts and instructional behaviors.

Teacher preparation programs can also benefit from student video analysis and reflection on creative behavior. Most programs as part of student teaching require video and reflections, such as like with EdTPA. By using observer software student teachers can identify their own behavior trends and then reflect on their use of creative behaviors as well as note how students may interact differently depending on the teacher's creative behavior. This is supported because Dakota had a high occurrence of fantasy during her videos and the students began to mimic and utilize fantasy as well to communicate an understanding of the topic being covered by the instructor. This reflection is part of identity development as self-awareness and experiences shape creative identity throughout time (Trent, 2010).

**Agricultural teacher Professional Development**

Previous research identified the need for specialized professional development for agricultural teachers (Shoulders & Myers, 2011). The findings from this study support the needs and continued to develop a creative identity that is part of the overarching agricultural teacher identity. Because identity is not static professional development should routinely be offered to
teachers that include reflection and discussion of identity. Emery credited some of her creative ability due to her participation in professional development.

Dakota and Avery also shared that they gained creativity by working with or observing other agricultural teachers. This social learning through experiences is supported by Bandura (1971). With this need for sharing of experiences and learning from fellow agricultural teachers, the researcher recommends that professional development include social media and the generation and sharing of creative ideas by teachers and not by instructional faculty.

**Future Research**

The researcher recommends future replication of this study to continue to add to the existing literature regarding creativity in the context of agriculture education as well as creative identity and behavior. Future research should begin to identify the relationship between creative behaviors and student achievement. It is recommended that future research also include the use of Kirton's Adaption-Innovation (KAI) theory and instrument to identify possible relationships between creative behavior and problem-solving style.

It is also recommended that future research is completed in other areas of the country to better inform teacher preparation programs. Because there is a limited connection with the TTCT scores and identity formation it is recommended that future studies only include interview grounded in SI. The data could also be enhanced by adding a focus group to integrate the mitigation of barriers to creativity and to form a more collective definition of creativity. Future studies would add to the value of the conversation regarding creative identity and allow for further development of professional development and teacher preparation focused on creativity and identity.
Although not an anticipated finding for this particular research study there is a future need to explore the relationship between gender and creativity among agricultural teachers. Emery suggested that the creative behavior seen in the profession may have benefited from the increase in female agricultural teachers. Emery also mentioned the role that social media has in sharing of creative idea between agricultural teachers, so future research can add to the understanding of how to best use social media to support the development of creative behaviors and creative identity. An additional finding that was not anticipated is the barrier shared by Avery that personality and learning disability may at times prevent her from feeling or behaving creatively. Future research examining the relationships between creativity and personality traits as well as learning disabilities is needed to further understand how to best develop agricultural teachers’ creative identities and behaviors.

It is recommended for future replications of this study the population is limited to only middle school agricultural teacher or only high school agricultural teachers. The age and needs of the students, as well as the content being taught, appeared to vary too different between the middle school and high school teachers in this study. The inclusion of more strict video guidelines will also help with the uniformity of data and allow for more in-depth analysis as well as a comparison among samples. With time and travel permitting it is recommended by the researcher that videos are collected by the researcher to ensure more similarity and consistency in video quality, content, and duration.

Future research should also include other methods of data collection into the research design. Interviews should be conducted along with the video submission to allow the researcher to more fully understand what is happening in the video. The addition of an instructor reflection following each video submission can add depth to the understanding of how reflection and
experiences impact creative behavior and identity. An additional data strand to include the lesson or unit plan for the instruction captured on video to analysis for possible nonverbal creative behaviors. By adding lesson plans the findings would continue to shape more focused professional development as well as teacher preparation programs.

Finally, it is recommended that researchers engaged in such a study report back to the participants to review the findings and allow the instructor to reflect. The reflection should include creativity level as identified by the TTCT, the development of their creative identity, and the analysis of their creative behavior. It is recommended that a final interview and separate study be conducted to identify possible impacts of findings such as this. Findings from these exit interviews can lead to the development of tailored professional development that specifically meets the needs of agricultural teachers.
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APPENDIX B: Agricultural teacher Recruitment Email

Teacher Creative Identity
Recruitment Email

Email to be sent for recruiting participation in the study.

Hello,

You are receiving this email because you have recently participated in a creativity in the classroom workshop or been identified as a creative teacher.

I would like to invite you to participate in a study that examines agricultural teacher creative identity. If you agree to participate then you will be asked to report your creativity score if you have completed the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT). If you have not completed the TTCT then you will be asked to complete the instrument. The TTCT will take approximately 45 minutes. After the research team receives your score you may be asked to continue to participate in the study by submitting teaching videos and a personal interview that will last no longer than 60 minutes.

I have attached the informed consent for you to sign if you agree to participate in the study. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to send your questions as a reply to this email. Please return a signed consent form to me at plw@vt.edu.

Thank you,

Lane Woodward
plw@vt.edu
APPENDIX C: Consent Form

Informed Consent for Participants

Title of Project: Teacher Creative Identity

Investigator(s): Lane Woodward plw@vt.edu/(478)394-0616
Name E-mail / Phone number
Rick Rudd rrudd@vt.edu/(540)231-6836
Name E-mail / Phone number

I. Purpose of Research
The objective of this project is to examine teacher creativity identity. All agricultural teachers in Florida and Virginia are may participate in the study. The findings will provide insights for others who are involved in teacher identity, development and education.

II. Procedures
First participants will complete a creativity instrument if they have not already completed the instrument. The inventory will take 45 minutes to complete. Once the inventory is completed or the score is submitted participants will be contacted by Lane Woodward (plw@vt.edu) to proceed to the video and interview processes. All videos will be recorded and submitted by the participant. The interviews will be scheduled at the participant’s convience and will not exceed 60 minutes.

III. Risks
This study involves no more than minimal risks for participants. The researchers work to minimize potential risks by taking measures to maintain confidentiality. Participants may also choose to skip any questions they are not comfortable answering.

IV. Benefits
There are no direct benefits to you for your participation. The indirect benefits may come from better understanding your creativity level and creative behaviors. No promise or guarantee of benefits has been made to encourage you to participate.

V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
Protecting your identity is a top priority of this study. By participating in this study, your information will be kept strictly confidential. Any information that potentially could identify you or others will be coded to ensure confidentiality. At no time will the researcher release identifiable results of the study to anyone other than individuals working on the project without your written consent. However, the Western Institutional Review Board (WIRB) may view the study’s data for auditing purposes. The IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of human subjects involved in research.

VI. Compensation
Participants will not receive any form of compensation for their time during the study.

VII. Freedom to Withdraw
You are free to withdraw from this study at any time without penalty. You are free not to answer any questions that you choose or respond to what is being asked of you without penalty.

VIII. Questions or Concerns
Should you have any questions about this study, you may contact one of the research investigators whose contact information is included at the beginning of this document. Should you have any questions or concerns about the study’s conduct or your rights as a research subject, or need to report a research-related injury or event, you may contact WIRB at help@wirb.com or (800) 562-4789.

IX. Participant’s Consent
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:

_______________________________________________ Date__________
Subject signature

_______________________________________________
Subject printed name
APPENDIX D: Torrance Test of Creative Thinking Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Test and Subtest</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Creative Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity 1: Picture Construction</td>
<td>The person constructs a picture using a pear shape as a stimulus on the page. The shape must be a part of the completed picture</td>
<td>• Originality&lt;br&gt;• Abstractness of titles&lt;br&gt;• Elaboration&lt;br&gt;• Checklist of Creative Strengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity 2: Incomplete Figures</td>
<td>The activity has 10 incomplete figures and the person must turn them into a picture and provide a label for each picture or object</td>
<td>• Fluency&lt;br&gt;• Originality&lt;br&gt;• Abstractness of Titles&lt;br&gt;• Elaboration&lt;br&gt;• Resistance to premature closure&lt;br&gt;• Checklist of Creative Strengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity 3: Lines or Circles (repeated figures)</td>
<td>The activity consists of 3 pages of either lines or circles. The person is to make objects or pictures by using the line or circles. Pictures or objects must also be given a name.</td>
<td>• Fluency&lt;br&gt;• Originality&lt;br&gt;• Elaboration&lt;br&gt;• Checklist of Creative Strengths</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX E: Interview Protocol and Questions

Interview Script – Teacher Creative Identity

For the purpose of this study, this interview will be audio recorded. Is it alright with you, if we use a recording device for the interview?

My name is ________, and I am part of the research team working on this project. I would like to begin by thanking you for speaking with me today. The purpose of this interview is to collect information on agricultural teachers’ creative identity. Creative identity refers to how you see yourself as creative or as an individual who uses creative problem solving to arrive at novel and appropriate solutions.

Today, I would like to ask you a few questions regarding your experiences as an agricultural teacher and perceptions of creativity.

We will start by talking about your role as a participant in this study and obtaining informed consent. Then, I will ask questions from my interview guide. My role as an interviewer is to ask questions related to specific topic areas of interests, request additional details on specific responses, and keep track of time. This interview is designed to last approximately one hour in length.

First, will you please read and review the consent form. If you have any related questions, please feel free to ask them throughout. (Allow time to read)

Are there any additional questions?

(Participant reads consent form, collect signed consent forms. Resume interview [~5 minutes]).

Keep in mind during the interview that there are no right or wrong answers. Please share your thoughts and experiences throughout the interview. If at any time you wish to not respond to a question, please let me know. We will proceed forward to the next question.

As mentioned in the consent form, all participants have been assigned a pseudonym. To begin, we will test the recording device. Please state your name.

(Allow the interviewee to read their name to both test for volume and ‘record’ voice recognition)

I will begin recording now.

Thank you. Now that you have read and signed the consent document. Could you please provide verbal consent to participate in the study as well as be audio recorded?

Participant Interview (60 minutes)
We will start with more general questions about your teaching history. As the interview continues, we will focus in on your experiences and perceptions of creativity and your individual creative identity.

1. How long have you been an Agricultural teacher, and what led you to this career path?
2. How do you define creativity?
   a. What influenced this? Did you have any creative mentors?
3. Can you think of an example of creative teaching in your classroom?
   a. Creative-Problem solving?
   b. Student or Teacher focused?
4. What is your creativity role in the classroom?
5. Do students view you as creative?
   a. Examples of why or why not?
6. Do administrators, peers, and coworkers view you as creative?
   a. Examples of why or why not?
7. Do you view yourself as creative?
   a. Examples of why or why not?
8. Describe your creativity in the classroom.
9. Who or what influenced your creativity?
10. **Wrap-Up (Remaining Time):** We have reached the end of our preplanned questions. Is there anything else you would like to share about creativity or your creative identity in regards to our discussion today or anything else you would like to share?

At this time, I am going to stop recording.

Again, thank you for your participation in this interview. I will transcribe this session verbatim. You will receive the interview transcription to review and provide any feedback regarding its accuracy. We will then interpret the findings to learn more about teacher identity. We may need
to contact you during the data analysis process. We will only do so if we need to clarify a response. If at any time during this process you have any questions or additional comments, please feel free to contact myself or another investigator as listed on the consent form.
APPENDIX F: Video Protocol

Instructions for Video Submission

Thank you for your continued participation in this study. You have been selected to submit 3 videos. The research team will not provide video equipment. If you do not have access to video equipment please notify Lane Woodward (plw@vt.edu).

It is your preference as to which class or lesson you would like to record. It is important that you work to avoid the capturing of student images in your videos. Your teaching is not being evaluated, but the researcher will be using your video to identify the creative behaviors of agricultural teachers. You may want to record lessons and classes that you feel allow for the most creativity from you as the instructor. We ask that videos are submitted by the following deadlines: November 9th, November 30th and December 14th.

Videos should be submitted electronically to the research team via a password protected google drive folder. The research team will work with you to set up and use the google drive folder and only you and the research team will have access to your password protected folder.

If you have any questions regarding the video recording or submission please contact the research team by emailing Lane Woodward at plw@vt.edu.

Again, thank you for your continued participation.
## APPENDIX G: Study Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research proposal presented to committee. Complete IRB Documents, Submit, and edit as needed. Invite Participants to Study and obtain consent forms. Conduct interviews, Complete Transcriptions, and member checking. Collect video from participants. Interview analysis. Video analysis. Present findings.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX H: TTCT Complete Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTCT Constructs</th>
<th>Column Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fluency Act 2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fluency Act 3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fluency Total</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fluency NP</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fluency SS</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality Act 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality Act 2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality Act 3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality Total</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality NP</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Originality SS</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Abstract of Titles Act 1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Abstract of Titles Act 2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Abstract of Titles Total</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Abstract of Titles NP</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Abstract of Titles SS</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration Act 1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration Act 2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration Act 3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration Total</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration NP</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Elaboration SS</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Closure Act 2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Closure Total</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Closure NP</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Closure SS</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Emotional Expression</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Storytelling</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Movement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Expressiveness of Titles</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Synthesis of Incomplete Figures</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Synthesis of Lines</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Unusual Visualization</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Internal Visualization</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Extending/Breaking Boundaries</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Humor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Richness</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Colorfulness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Fantasy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of check list Total</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Creativity Index</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Creativity NP</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX I: Complete Creativity Behavior Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Cameron occurrences</th>
<th>Cameron Duration</th>
<th>Dakota occurrences</th>
<th>Dakota Duration</th>
<th>Emery occurrences</th>
<th>Emery Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>07:07.4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>05:01.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>00:36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>03:04.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>00:47.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00:13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>15:56.8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>16:43.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01:41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>00:24.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>00:48.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>04:40.4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13:31.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00:08.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>01:35.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>01:28.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01:31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86:16.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>84:51.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24:51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:00.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>